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1. Introduction
Understanding the function of biological macromolecules
and their complexes at the physicochemical level requires
knowledge of both their structure and dynamics. Conventional biophysical techniques, such as crystallography and
NMR, have yielded incredibly detailed structural information
at the atomic level on highly populated static states.1 In the
context of the energy landscape representation of macromolecules, highly populated states are located within the
global free energy minimum region of a relatively rough free
energy hypersurface.2-5 Much less is known, however, about
lowly populated, higher free energy states which cannot be
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trapped and are therefore invisible to conventional structural
and biophysical techniques. Because such lowly populated
states are generally invisible does not mean that they are
not important. Indeed, many biological processes, including
macromolecular recognition and binding, enzyme catalysis,
allostery, and self-assembly, may proceed via intermediates
involving fast but infrequent transitions between the free
energy global minimum state and higher free energy states.
Consider, for example, the process of recognition between
two macromolecules. There are two opposing constraints
governing this process, namely specificity and speed.6 If an
interaction is too specific, the speed of recognition will likely
be slow. If, on the other hand, the speed of interaction is
too fast, specificity will likely be sacrificed. The dilemma,
therefore, is how biological processes manage to achieve both
speed and specificity. Extensive kinetic7-13 and theoretical
work6,14-16 has suggested that one mechanism that can be
used to enhance speed without sacrificing specificity is to
reduce the dimensionality of the search process or more
generally to incorporate a nonspecific attractive potential.6
In the context of protein-DNA interactions, where a
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transcription factor must be able to locate its specific DNA
target site within a sea of nonspecific DNA sites, nonspecific
DNA binding can be used to facilitate specific recognition
via a combination of one-dimensional diffusion or sliding
along the DNA, coupled with jumping from one DNA
molecule to another.17-26 Similarly for protein-protein
interactions, nonspecific encounter complexes can be rapidly
formed and subsequently relax to the stereospecific complex
via two-dimensional diffusion on the surface of the proteins
coupled with electrostatic guiding.6,9,27-29 In this review, we
will survey recent developments in paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement (PRE), as measured by NMR spectroscopy, and
show how this technique can provide unique information that
permits one to both detect and visualize lowly populated
states of macromolecules and their complexes.
Macromolecular NMR spectroscopy has seen many developments over the last two decades. The advent of twodimensional NMR led to the first three-dimensional structure
determinations of small (<8-10 kDa) proteins and nucleic
acids.30,31 The introduction of heteronuclear three- and fourdimensional NMR spectroscopy in the late 1980s and early
1990s32,33 extended the range of applicability of the method
to systems in the 20-30 kDa range.34,35 Subsequently, the
introduction of transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy
(TROSY)36-40 permitted structures of systems in the 40-80
kDa range to be determined41-46 and supra-molecular complexes in the 500 kDa range to be studied.47-50 Most NMR
measurements, such as the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE),
which yields short (e6 Å) interproton distance restraints that
provide the mainstay of all NMR structure determinations,
and three-bond scalar couplings that yield torsion angle
restraints, are based on short-range local interactions. The
power of the NOE is that a large number of short-range
interproton distances between residues far apart in the linear
sequence of amino acids are sufficiently constraining to yield
the three-dimensional structure of a protein.51 Nevertheless,
long-range information can still be very helpful. In this
regard, the introduction of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs),
measured on weakly aligned macromolecules dissolved in
dilute liquid crystalline media,52,53 provides long-range
orientational information (relative to an external alignment
tensor) that has led to significant increases in coordinate
accuracy.54-58 Long-range distance information in the 10-35
Å range can also be obtained through the use of paramagnetic
NMR.59-63
For investigations of dynamics by NMR, 2H-, 13C-, and
15
N-relaxation measurements have provided a wealth of
information on the pico- to nanosecond time scale. Recent
advances in relaxation dispersion spectroscopy have yielded
insights into processes on the micro- to millisecond time
scale.64-67 Quantitative studies of slower exchange processes
involving macromolecules can be carried out using techniques such as heteronuclear z-exchange spectroscopy25,68-71
and hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments.72,73
There are two NMR approaches that can be used to study
lowly populated states under equilibrium conditions, namely
relaxation dispersion spectroscopy and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. Relaxation dispersion spectroscopy
provides detailed kinetic information on exchange processes
between major species and lowly populated states on the
micro- to millisecond time scale, providing there are
substantial chemical shift differences between the states. In
the absence of substantial chemical shift differences between
the states, exchange line broadening will not occur and no
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relaxation dispersion will be observed. In addition to kinetic
rate constants, relaxation dispersion measurements yield
chemical shifts for the minor species which can be used to
obtain some qualitative structural insight into the nature of
the minor species. More recently, combining relaxation
dispersion with weak alignment has permitted the extraction,
under favorable circumstances, of highly sensitive bond
vector orientation information for the minor species in the
form of RDCs and anisotropic chemical shifts.74,75
Over the past few years, paramagnetic NMR has emerged
as an alternative, orthogonal, and powerful tool to investigate
various dynamic processes involving macromolecules. In
particular, the PRE arising from unpaired electrons with an
isotropic g-tensor (such as a nitroxide spin-label or EDTAMn2+) has proved to be a particularly versatile tool that can
provide information about structural aspects of dynamic
process owing to the 〈r-6〉 distance dependence of the PRE
between the paramagnetic center and the nucleus of interest.
The PRE arises from magnetic dipolar interactions between
a nucleus and the unpaired electrons of the paramagnetic
center which result in an increase in nuclear relaxation rates.
In contrast to the NOE, where the effects are small and
therefore limited to short-range (<6 Å) interactions between
protons, the PRE effect is very large, owing to the large
magnetic moment of an unpaired electron, permitting distances up to 35 Å (depending on the paramagnetic group)
to be detected. The key for using the PRE to study lowly
populated states resides in the finding that the observed PRE
rates in the fast exchange regime are population weighted
averages of the PREs for the major and minor species.24
Thus, providing the paramagnetic center-proton distances
are shorter in the minor species than in the major one, the
imprint of the minor species will be apparent in the observed
PRE rates, thereby enabling structural information on the
minor species to be extracted.
Despite the long history of the PRE (in fact, Solomon
described the equations for the PRE in his famous paper on
the NOE in 1955),76 application to biological macromolecules
was limited for a long time to metal-binding proteins.60
General use of the PRE for nonmetal binding proteins is
dependent on the introduction of an extrinsic paramagnetic
center via conjugation to a specific, solvent exposed, site.77
Further, quantitative application of the PRE to structure
determination requires the appropriate theoretical and computational framework for refinement directly against PRE
relaxation rates, taking into account the intrinsic flexibility
of paramagnetic centers that are attached to the macromolecule via linkers with several rotatable bonds.78 The first
applications of the PRE involved studies on spin-labeled
lysozyme and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor in the mid1980s in which PRE effects were converted to approximate
distance restraints,79,80 but it is only with recent biochemical
and computational advances that the technique has come into
more general use. Using this type of PRE data, macromolecular structures have been characterized for soluble
proteins,81-84 protein-protein complexes,85-89 proteinoligosaccharide complexes,90-92 protein-nucleic acid complexes,78,93-96 and membrane proteins.97,98 Unfolded or
partially unfolded states of proteins have also been investigated by PRE.99-109 A recent major advance in the field of
dynamics of macromolecular interactions is the finding that
in the fast exchange regime the intermolecular PRE can
provide a powerful probe to detect and characterize lowly
populated intermediates in macromolecular binding events,
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Figure 1. Major long-range observables in paramagnetic NMR.

thereby providing structural information on encounter complexes that cannot be obtained by any other biophysical
technique.24,27,28,110,111 The same principle can also be applied
to other dynamic processes such as nonspecific protein-DNA
interactions,23,112 interdomain motions,113,114 and transient
protein associations.115-117
The main focus of this review is on the PRE as a tool to
investigate lowly populated states of macromolecules and
their complexes. In section 2, we describe the theoretical
aspects of the PRE and the effects of dynamics on the PRE.
In this context, we explain how the PRE permits amplification of information for minor states in exchanging systems.
The advantages of using the PRE on transverse magnetization
arising from unpaired electrons with an isotropic g-tensor
are also discussed. In section 3, we describe the experimental
aspects of the PRE experiment including paramagnetic
probes, pulse sequences, and back-calculation of the PRE,
as well as practical considerations. Finally, in section 4, we
review recent applications of the PRE to investigate various
dynamic processes involving biological macromolecules.

2. Theoretical Aspects
2.1. Paramagnetic NMR Parameters
2.1.1. Isotropic and Anisotropic Unpaired-Electron
Systems
In paramagnetic systems there are three NMR experimental
observables that yield long-range structural information:
PREs, pseudocontact shifts (PCSs), and residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs). The PRE can be detected in any paramagnetic system, whereas PCSs and RDCs can only be
observed in systems with an anisotropic electron g-factor.
Figure 1 summarizes the major long-range paramagnetic
NMR observables in systems with isotropic and anisotropic
electron g-factors. PCSs and RDCs are dependent on the
magnetic susceptibility tensor (usually referred to as the
χ-tensor). The electron g-tensor and χ-tensor are closely
related. In general, if the electron g-tensor is anisotropic,
the χ-tensor is also anisotropic. If the zero-field-splitting
(ZFS) is negligible compared to the electron spin Zeeman
energy, the relationship between the χ- and g-tensors is given
by118

µ0NAµB2S(S + 1) 2
gkk
χkk )
3kBT

(1)

where S is the electron spin quantum number, µ0 is the
permeability of free space, µB is the magnetic moment of
the free electron, NA is Avogadro’s number, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and gkk is an
element of the g-tensor (with k ) x, y, or z). Nitroxide spin
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radicals, EDTA-Mn2+, and DTPA-Gd3+ are isotropic electron
systems, whereas Fe3+, Dy3+, and many other paramagnetic
metal ions represent anisotropic systems.

2.1.2. PRE through Direct Dipole-Dipole Interactions
The longitudinal (Γ1) and transverse (Γ2) PRE rates are
conventionally described by the Solomon-Bloembergen
(SB) equations:76,119

2 µ0 2 2 2 2
γ g µBS(S + 1)JSB(ωI)
5 4π I

( )

Γ1 )
Γ2 )

(2)

1 µ0 2 2 2 2
γ g µBS(S + 1){4JSB(0) + 3JSB(ωI)}
15 4π I
(3)

( )

where g is the electron g-factor, γI is the proton gyromagnetic
ratio, ωI/2π is the Larmor frequency of the proton, and JSB(ω)
is the generalized spectral density function for the reduced
correlation function, given by

JSB(ω) ) r-6

τc

(4)

1 + (ωτc)2

2.1.3. PRE through Curie-Spin Relaxation
Curie-spin relaxation arises from dipole-dipole interaction
between a nucleus and the time-averaged magnetization of
the electrons. The Γ2 rate due to Curie-spin relaxation is
given by122
2
2 4 4 2
1 µ0 2 ωI g µBS (S + 1)
4τr +
5 4π
(3k T)2r6

( )

B

3τr
2

1 + (ωIτr)

- 4τc -

(

2.1.4. Pseudocontact Shifts
Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) are observed only in paramagnetic systems with anisotropic unpaired electrons such
as those in Dy3+, Tb3+, and Fe3+ ions. The magnitude of the
PCS, δPCS, is given by118

δPCS )

The correlation time, τc, is defined as (τr-1 + τs-1)-1, where
τr is the rotational correlation time of the macromolecule
and τs is the effective electron relaxation time. The
Solomon-Bloembergen theory makes the simplifying approximation that electron relaxation is not coupled to
molecular tumbling. This is reasonable because the electron
relaxation lifetime is comparable to or shorter than the
rotational correlation time of a macromolecule. In the case
of Mn2+ (S ) 5/2), electron relaxation is multiexponential.120
Theoretical considerations, however, have shown that the SB
equation with a single effective electron relaxation rate, τs-1,
does not introduce any significant errors at high magnetic
field strengths (>10 T).121
TheSolomon-Bloembergentheoryassumesthatdipole-dipole
interaction vectors are rigid in the molecular frame. Since
PRE interaction vectors may be quite long (up to 35 Å for
Mn2+), they are less susceptible to small fluctuations in
atomic positions, making this assumption reasonable in many
cases. However, this approximation will break down if the
ensemble space sampled by the paramagnetic group is quite
large. The extension of the Solomon-Bloembergen equations
to deal with this problem will be described in section 2.2.

Γ2,Curie-spin )

approximately proportional to the square of the magnetic
field. In the case of nitroxide spin radicals, τc ≈ τr, and
therefore, Curie-spin relaxation is negligible. For metal ions
with an anisotropic g-tensor and a very short electron
relaxation time (e.g., Fe3+, Dy3+), Curie-spin relaxation is
the major component of the 1H-Γ2 rates for macromolecules.
For isotropic metal ions such as Mn2+ and Gd3+, Curie-spin
relaxation is almost negligible for medium-size macromolecules (∼40 kDa). For example, in the case of the 20 kDa
SRY/DNA- EDTA-Mn2+ complex, the contribution of Curiespin relaxation to the overall Γ2 rates at 308 K is estimated
to be only 2%, even at a 1H-frequency of 800 MHz.123 The
relative contribution of Curie-spin relaxation depends on the
size of the system. For a very large system with τr larger
than 50 ns, corresponding to a molecular weight > 100 kDa,
the contribution could be larger than 20% at 800 MHz.

3τc

1 + (ωIτc)2

)

(5)

(In some examples in the literature, the last two terms are
neglected, which is only valid when τs , τr). From eq 5 it
follows that the PRE rate for Curie-spin relaxation is

1 -3
r ∆χax(3 cos2 θ - 1) +
12π
3
∆χ sin2 θ cos 2φ
2 rh

{

}

(6)

where r is the distance between the metal ion and the nuclear
spin θ and φ are the angles describing the position of the
nuclear spin with respect to the principal axes (with the metal
ion at the origin) of the magnetic susceptibility tensor (χ),
and ∆χax and ∆χrh are the axial and rhombic components,
respectively, of the magnetic susceptibility tensor, defined
as

1
∆χax ) χzz - (χxx + χyy)
2

(7)

∆χrh ) χxx - χyy

(8)

It should be noted that the PCS displays a r-3 distance
dependence, in contrast to the r-6 dependence for the PRE.
As a result, the distance range for the experimentally detected
PCS is relatively long. For example, the distance range for
the PCS arising from Dy3+ can extend to ∼40 Å, providing
the principal axis of the χ-tensor is fixed within the molecular
frame, as is the case for metalloproteins. When an extrinsic
metal ion is attached to a macromolecule using a chelator
with a flexible linker, the magnitude of the PCS is significantly reduced, owing to the fact that the principal axes of
the χ-tensor fluctuate within the frame of the macromolecule.
Immobilization of the metal chelator, for example by using
bidentate ligands that can be conjugated to two neighboring
sites simultaneously, will increase the observed PCS.124,125
There have been extensive studies in which the PCS has
been used to investigate dynamics in metal binding
proteins.126-128 However, these PCS applications have not
gained widespread popularity outside the area of metal
binding proteins for two main reasons. First, the theoretical
framework required to describe the relationship between PCS
and dynamics has not yet been adequately established.
Second, a practical problem arises from the presence of
enantiomers for many metal chelators, such as EDTA,
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conjugated to macromolecules. Since the enantiomers exhibit
slightly different χ-tensors, the corresponding PCSs are also
different, and as a result, multiple sets of crosspeaks
appear.129-131 Metal chelators designed to solve this problem
have been developed.124,125,129,132 With widespread use of
these new compounds, PCS could become a widely used
technique for investigations of dynamical processes.

2.1.5. Residual Dipolar Couplings
A molecule containing a paramagnetic center with an
anisotropic g-tensor will undergo partial alignment in the
magnetic field, giving rise to residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs):118

DAB )

hB02γAγB
3

240π kT

{

-3
rAB
χax(3 cos2 θ - 1) +

3
χ sin2 θ cos 2φ
2 rh

}

(9)

where DAB is the residual dipolar coupling observed between
nuclei A and B, rABis the distance between nuclei A and B,
θ is the angle between the A-B internuclear vector and the
z axis of the χ-tensor, φ is the angle between the projection
of the A-B internuclear vector on the xy plane and the x
axis of the χ-tensor, B0 is the static magnetic field strength,
and h is Planck’s constant. Although eqs 6 and 9 are formally
similar, they provide different, albeit complementary information, since the variables r, θ, and φ are defined with
respect to a paramagnetic center-nucleus vector in eq 6 and
to an internuclear vector in eq 9.
For naturally occurring metal binding proteins where the
metal ion(s) is at a fixed position in the molecular frame,
the RDCs can be fairly large, especially at a high magnetic
field. For example, in the case of calbindin D9k with a Dy3+
ion bound at the C-terminal metal binding site, the metalinduced RDCs for backbone amide 15N-1H vectors spanned
from -26 Hz to +19 Hz at 800 MHz and from -11 Hz to
+8 Hz at 500 MHz.133
On the other hand, a Dy3+ ion bound to an extrinsic metal
chelator attached to the macromolecule via a flexible linker
will exhibit much smaller RDCs. This is because the
flexibility of the linker reduces the magnitude of the
molecular alignment of the macromolecule with respect to
the magnetic field even though the alignment for the
conjugated metal chelator may be sizable. In the case of the
Trigger Factor protein with EDTA-Dy3+ conjugated to a
cysteine residue, the largest observed 1DNH RDC was only
8 Hz at 800 MHz.129

2.1.6. Advantages of Paramagnetic Systems with an
Isotropic g-Tensor
As described above, paramagnetic systems with an anisotropic g-tensor can potentially provide three different NMR
observables (PRE, PCS, and RDC) while systems with an
isotropic g-tensor yield only the PRE. However, this does
not necessarily mean that an anisotropic system is more
useful in practice. In fact, there are a number of practical
advantages to using an isotropic system, especially for
dynamic investigations.
One advantage is that separate assignment of resonances
in the paramagnetic state is unnecessary, since there is no
PCS for an isotropic g-tensor. Figure 2 shows an example

Figure 2. (A) 1H-15N HSQC spectra recorded on SRY/DNAEDTA complexes (right, Mn2+-chelated; left, Ca2+-chelated).94 Note
that the crosspeak locations for the diamagnetic (Ca2+) and
paramagnetic (Mn2+) states are identical. (B) 1H transverse relaxation for Met-30 in the SRY/DNA-EDTA complexes (red, Mn2+chelated; black, Ca2+-chelated). (C) Location of dT-EDTA-Mn2+
in the complex. Protein residues that exhibit a PRE 1HN-Γ2 rate
larger than 15 s-1 are colored in red. Adapted from Iwahara et al.94
published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society) while
the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

for an SRY/DNA-EDTA complex.94 In this case, the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic states consist of Mn2+ and
Ca2+, respectively, chelated to an EDTA group that is
covalently attached to the DNA. The chemical shifts for the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic resonances are identical
because the unpaired electrons of Mn2+ are isotropic. For
an anisotropic electron system, however, resonances need
to be assigned separately for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic states, owing to the presence of PCS in the latter. From
a practical perspective, the resonance assignment for the
paramagnetic state can be very challenging, because of lower
sensitivity as a consequence of PRE. In favorable cases,
z-exchange spectroscopy can be used for assignment purposes. In this approach, the paramagnetic and diamagnetic
metal ions with the same or near identical affinities are mixed
and exchange crosspeaks are qualitatively used to correlate
signals from the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states.134 For
this method to work, however, the exchange rates for metal
binding should range from approximately 0.1 to 100 s-1.
Alternatively, resonance assignments for the paramagnetic
state can be carried out using so-called “protonless” NMR
spectroscopy that employs 15N/13C heteronuclear correlation
specroscopy in conjunction with direct 13C detection.135-142
Since the magnitudes of Γ2 for 13C and 15N nuclei are
substantially smaller than that for 1H, this type of heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy permits assignment of 13C/
15
N resonances in the paramagnetic state. (Note, of course,
that direct detection of 13C instead of 1H reduces the
sensitivity of the experiments owing to the dependence of
the signal-to-noise ratio on γ3/2, where γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the detected nucleus.)
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Another advantage of using a paramagnetic system with
an isotropic g-tensor is that the analysis of the PRE is much
more straightforward. For an anisotropic system, the PRE
Γ2 rates are difficult to interpret quantitatively, owing to two
factors. First, Γ2 for an anisotropic system arises principally
from Curie-spin relaxation, for which cross-correlations with
other relaxation mechanisms are significant.143,144 While
cross-correlation could potentially provide an additional
source of information for structural studies on a static
system,143-146 the effect simply complicates the study of
dynamic systems. Second, the exchange contributions arising
from conformational dynamics or molecular interactions to
the transverse relaxation rate, R2, can be substantially
different for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic states, owing
to the presence of PCSs. In such a situation, the PRE Γ2
rate cannot simply be measured as a difference between the
R2 rates for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic states.112
Although the PRE Γ1 rate can be measured for both
anisotropic and isotropic systems, cross-relaxation and
hydrogen exchange with water molecules can, in general,
significantly reduce the accuracy of the Γ1 measurement. For
an isotropic system, on the other hand, the contribution of
Curie-spin relaxation to the PRE Γ2 rate is negligible and
the PRE Γ2 rate is dominated by direct dipole-dipole
interactions between a nucleus and the unpaired electrons
of the paramagnetic center. In this case, the PRE Γ2 relaxation
does not exhibit cross-correlation with other relaxation
mechanisms because of cancellation by rapid electron
relaxation. (Note that Curie-spin relaxation is caused by timeaveraged magnetization and is independent of electron
relaxation). In addition, since there is no PCS for an isotropic
system, the exchange contributions to R2 are identical for
the diamagnetic and paramagnetic states and are therefore
- Rdia
canceled out when Γ2 is measured as Γ2 ) Rpara
2
2 , where
para
dia
R2 and R2 are the transverse relaxation rates in the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic states, respectively.

2.2. Effect of Fast Dynamics on the PRE Arising
from a Paramagnetic Probe Conjugated to a
Macromolecule
Artificially introduced paramagnetic groups are generally
attached to the macromolecule of interest through linkers
that have several rotatable bonds. Hence, the paramagnetic
centers are intrinsically flexible. In addition, the observed
1
H nuclei may be located in mobile regions of the macromolecule. Here, we describe the effect of fast dynamics in
the picosecond to nanosecond time scale on the PRE for
paramagnetic systems with an isotropic g-tensor.

2.2.1. Model-free Extension of the
Solomon-Bloemenbergen Equations
147

A “model-free” formalism can be readily incorporated
into the Solomon-Bloembergen theory to evaluate the
influence of internal motions on the PRE.78 If the internal
motions are not coupled with overall tumbling of the
molecule, the correlation function, CI(t), for internal motion
of the interaction vector within the molecular frame can be
approximated by

CI(t) ) S2 + (1 - S2) exp(-t/τi)

(10)

where S2 is the square of the generalized order parameter
(not to be confused with the electron spin quantum number

S) and τi is the correlation time for internal motion. Although
the “model-free” formalism is commonly used for fixedlength interaction vectors such as 15N-1H or 13C-1H bond
vectors, it can also be applied to variable length vectors such
as those for homonuclear 1H-1H dipolar interactions.148,149
In this case, the order parameter is defined as149
2
Y2m(Ωmol)
4π -6 -1
〈r 〉 ∑
S )
5
r3
m)-2

|〈

2

〉|

2

(11)

where Y2m(Ω) are second-order spherical harmonics and Ωmol
are Euler angles in the molecular frame. As Brüschweiler et
al.148 demonstrated for 1H-1H dipolar interactions, it is useful
to approximate the order parameter S2 by decomposition into
its radial and angular components:
2
2
2
SPRE
≈ SPRE,angular
SPRE,radial

(12)

2
2
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) order
where the angular (SPRE,angular
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2
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(13)

2
) 〈r-6〉-1〈r-3〉2
SPRE,radial

(14)

It is assumed that the effective electron relaxation rate τs-1
is not influenced by the correlation times for either overall
or internal motions of the interaction vector. For a transition
metal ion, electron relaxation primarily arises from modulation of the zero-field splitting tensor (as a consequence of
collisions with solvent molecules) and is therefore governed
by a very short lifetime between collisions, τν (∼5 ps for
water at physiological temperature).120 Since internal motion
faster than τν would affect the effective electron relaxation
rate τs-1, we focus on cases where the correlation time τi
for internal motion is significantly longer than τν. Under these
conditions, incorporation of the correlation function CI(t) for
internal motions into the correlation function for the PRE
transforms JSB(ω) in the SB equation (eq 4) into

{

JSBMF(ω) ) 〈r-6〉

S2τc
1 + ω2τc2

+

(1 - S2)τt
1 + ω2τt2

}

(15)

where τt is the total correlation time, defined as (τr-1 + τs-1
+ τi-1)-1. When the original SB equations (eqs 2-4) are
expressed in the form

Γm ) r-6fSB,m(τc),

(m ) 1 or 2)

(16)

incorporation of the model-free formalism transforms eq 16
into

Γm ) S2〈r-6〉fSB,m(τc) + (1 - S2)〈r-6〉fSB,m(τt)

(17)

For simplicity, we refer to the SB equations incorporating
the model-free formalism as the SBMF equations. The SBMF
equations reduce to the SB equations under conditions where
the internal motion is either very slow (and eventually, τt ≈
τc) or highly restricted in space (S2 ≈ 1).
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value of Γ1 can be up to five times larger than that of Γ1 in
the absence of internal motion, depending on the value of τi
(Figure 3A). The 1H-Γ2 rate, on the other hand, is significantly less sensitive to the internal correlation time τi (Figure
3B). Thus, for structure analysis using 1H-PRE data arising
from flexible paramagnetic groups, the analysis of 1H-Γ1
requires accurate information on the values of τi for the
individual PRE interaction vectors, whereas a simple estimation of τi is sufficient for analysis of 1H-Γ2 data. Consequently, 1H-Γ2 data provide far more useful structural
restraints, since they are not affected by the motional effects
within the macromolecule. In addition, proton T1 relaxation
is not a single-exponential process, owing to cross-relaxation
(and water-exchange in the case of amide protons), and hence
the observed 1H-Γ1 values will also be perturbed by such
effects.

2.3. Effect of Slow Dynamics on the PRE

Figure 3. Influence of the correlation time τi for internal motion
on (A) 1H-Γ1 and (B) 1H-Γ2 rates at 500 MHz. The vertical axis
displays the Γ/Γ0 ratio, where Γ is calculated with the full SBMF
equation (eq 17) and Γ0 with only the first term of the SBMF
equation. Γ0 corresponds to Γ when τi f 0. Curves, calculated with
the correlation time τc [)(τr-1 + τs-1)-1] set to 3 ns, are shown
with three different values of the order parameter S2 for PRE
2
) 0.9 (solid line), 0.7 (dashed line), and
interaction vectors: SMn-H
0.5 (long-short dashed line). The dependences of the 1H-Γ1 and
1
H-Γ2 rates on τi are field-dependent, and the maximum of the 1HΓ1/1H-Γ10 curve is located around τi ∼ 1/ωI. Adapted from Iwahara
et al.78 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society)
while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

The SB (eq 16) and SBMF (eq 17) equations are valid
for systems with isotropic tumbling. For nonglobular systems
exhibiting significant diffusion anisotropy, the PRE also
depends on the angles between the principal axes of the
diffusion tensor and the electron-nucleus interaction vector.
The effect of anisotropic tumbling can be readily incorporated
according to previous literature.150,151 However, the impact
of anisotropic tumbling is not significant unless the rotational
correlation time dominates the overall correlation time.

2.2.2. Effect of Fast Internal Motions on PRE 1H-Γ1 and
Γ2
The impacts of motional effects on 1H-Γ1 and 1H-Γ2 rates
are very different. Owing to the large distances involved,
the variation in the values of the order parameters for PRE
interaction vectors is rather small. However, the internal
motion correlation time τi is likely to have a wide range of
values depending on the internal dynamics of individual 1H
nuclei in the macromolecule (e.g., side chain versus backbone). The contribution of τi can be evaluated using the
second term of the SBMF equation (eq 17). The dependences
of 1H-Γ1 and 1H-Γ2 rates on τi are shown in Figure 3. In the
case where the order parameters S2 for the PRE interaction
vectors are as small as 0.5, the 1H-Γ1 rate exhibits a strong
dependence on τi (in particular for τi < 1/ωH); indeed, the

In section 2.2, we described the effect of fast dynamics
(∼10-11-10-8 s time scale) on the PRE where the impact
of dynamics is at the level of the autocorrelation function.
Dynamics more relevant to macromolecular interactions,
however, typically occur on slower time scales. Here we
describe the effects of slower dynamics (∼10-6-10-1 s time
scale) on the PRE. The principle of amplification of
information relating to low population states in an exchanging
system will also be discussed.

2.3.1. PRE Γ2 Rates in an Exchanging System
The effect of slower dynamics on the PRE can be
simulated using the McConnell equations,152 which represent
the most fundamental description of the effects of chemical
exchange in NMR. The matrix form of the McConnell
equations for transverse magnetization is given by

d
m ) -(R + K - iW)m
dt

(18)

where m is a vector containing the transverse magnetizations
of the exchanging states, R is a relaxation matrix, K is a
kinetic matrix, and W is a chemical shift matrix. In the case
of two-state exchange, A S B, the vector and matrices in
eq 18 are given as follows:

m)

R)

(

M+
A

( )

(19)

MB+

R2,A + Γ2,A 0
R2,B + Γ2,B
0

K)

(

kAB
-kBA
-kAB kBA

W)

(

ΩA 0
ΩB
0

)

)

)

(20)
(21)
(22)

where M+ is a transverse magnetization represented by a
complex variable Mx + iMy, R2 is a transverse relaxation
rate, kAB and kBA are the kinetic rate constants for the A f
B and B f A processes, respectively, and Ω/2π is the
chemical shift frequency. In the paramagnetic state, the
relaxation matrix contains both the intrinsic R2 and the PRE
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Γ2 rates, while in the diamagnetic state the relaxation matrix
contains only the intrinsic R2 rates. Expansion of eqs 19-22
for a three-state (e.g., see Led and Grant153) or general N-state
exchange is straightforward.
Using the McConnell equations, one can simulate apparent
PRE rates for exchanging systems. Numerical solutions of
the McConnell equations can be readily obtained using either
the exponential matrix formalism or by numerical integration.
Simulations require initial conditions determined by the
equilibrium populations of individual states. If the number
of states exceeds two, it is convenient to consider the
equilibrium populations in terms of a partition function, Q.
For example, the partition function Q for a consecutive threestate exchange A S B S C (with species A as a reference)
system is given by

Q)1+

kAB
kAB kBC
+
·
kBA
kBA kCB

(23)

and the populations of states A, B, and C are calculated to
be 1/Q, (kAB/kBA)/Q, and (kAB/kBA)(kBC/kCB)/Q, respectively.
Solutions of the McConnell equations provide time-domain
data (i.e., free induction decay), and subsequent Fourier
transformation yields an NMR spectrum for the exchanging
system. Line shape fitting against the simulated spectrum
permits analysis of apparent relaxation rates. Two simulations
with and without the PRE Γ2 rate in the R matrix provide
app
apparent relaxation rates for paramagnetic (R2,para
) and
app
diamagnetic (R2,dia) states, and the apparent PRE rate can be
app
app
calculated as Γapp
2 ) R2,para - R2,dia in exactly the same manner
as in an experimental measurement. Strictly speaking, this
corresponds to Γapp
2 in the case without a refocusing pulse.
Effects of refocusing pulses can be considered in the context
of the McConnell equations as described by Allerhand.154
However, simulations of apparent PRE rates with and without
refocusing pulses result in virtually identical Γ2 values. This
is due to the fact that the exchange contributions to the R2
rates for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states are virtually
identical and are therefore canceled in the calculation of Γ2.

2.3.2. PRE-Based Amplification of Information Relating to
Minor States
The PRE provides a unique technique for obtaining
structural information about low population states in an
exchanging system.24 The underlying basis of this phenomenon can be ascertained from simulations based on the
McConnell equations. Figure 4 illustrates the impact on the
transverse PRE 1H-Γ2 rate observed on the resonance of a
major species A (population pA, 99%) with a paramagnetic
center-proton distance of rA ) 30 Å on the presence of a
minor species B (population pB, 1%) with a corresponding
distance of rB ) 8 Å. Due to the r-6 dependence of the PRE,
the PRE rates span a very broad range. For this particular
case, with a molecular weight of ∼30 kDa, the PRE 1H-Γ2
rate arising from Mn2+ for species A (Γ2,A) is only 2 s-1,
whereas that for species B (Γ2,B) is 5.6 × 103 s-1. Figure 5
shows the relationship between kex and Γapp
2 for this system.
The apparent value of Γ2 (Γ2app) observed for the resonance
of the major species A is highly dependent on the exchange
rate kex() kAB + kBA) between the major and minor species.
If kex is slow (<50 s-1), the presence of the minor species B
is the same as that
has no effect and the value of Γapp
2
expected for the major species A. For larger kex, however,
Γapp
2 is highly influenced by the minor species B. When kex

Figure 4. PRE-based amplification of information on low population states. (A) Two site exchange system comprising a major
species A (99%) and a minor species B (1%). (B) Line shape
simulation of the resonance of species A illustrating the effect of
exchange on the apparent PRE Γ2app rate. When the exchange rate
kex is fast, the apparent PRE Γ2app rate can be dominated by the
invisible minor state even though its population is as small as 1%.
In these simulations, the intrinsic relaxation rates for species A and
B were set to 50 s-1 for the diamagnetic state. The resonances
arising from species A and B are located at -50 and 50 Hz,
respectively. The chemical shifts for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic are assumed to be identical, since a paramagnetic system
with an isotropic electron g-tensor such as Mn2+ does not generate
a pseudocontact shift. Adapted from Iwahara et al.24 published in
Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the authors were U.S.
Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

Figure 5. Relationship between exchange rate kex and apparent
PRE Γ2app rate for the two-state exchange system shown in Figure
4.

. Γ2,B - Γ2,A (the fast exchange regime on the Γ2 relaxation
time scale), Γapp
2 is the weighted population average of the
Γ2 rates for the two species:

Γ2app ≈ pAΓ2,A + pBΓ2,B

(24)

It should be noted that even with pB set to as low as 0.01,
Γapp
2 is dominated by the term arising from species B under
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Figure 6. Relationships between chemical shift difference |ΩA ΩB|/2π and apparent PRE Γ2app rate for the two-state exchange
system in Figure 4.

Figure 8. Three types of PRE: (A) intramolecular PREs arising
from the paramagnetic group within the same molecule; (B)
intermolecular PREs arising from the paramagnetic group located
on the interaction partner; (C) solvent PREs arising from random
collisions between a macromolecule and paramagnetic cosolute
molecules.

Figure 7. PRE simulations for a consecutive three-state exchange
system.

these conditions and has a value ∼30-fold larger than Γ2,A
because Γ2,B is so much larger than Γ2,A. As a result, one
can infer the presence of the minor species and, in addition,
obtain some structural information on it because the PRE is
a distance-dependent quantity.
Although amplification of information relating to the minor
state represents a fascinating phenomenon, it is important
to be aware that quantitative analysis is only possible under
conditions where kex . |Γ2,B - Γ2,A|. If kex does not satisfy
this inequality, information on kex and the chemical shift
difference ΩA - ΩB between the corresponding resonances
of the two species are required, as shown in Figure 6. Further,
when |ΩA - ΩB| , kex, |Γ2,B - Γ2,A| holds because of a
very large Γ2,B (i.e. a short rB distance), the apparent PRE
Γapp
2 becomes virtually independent of rB.
Apparent PRE Γapp
2 rates in exchanging systems comprising
more than two states follow a similar pattern to that for a
two-state exchange system. Figure 7 shows simulations for
a consecutive three-state exchange system A S B S C.

Values of the PRE Γ2 rates for A, B, and C were set to 2,
31, and 5.6 × 103 s-1, respectively, corresponding to
electron-1H distances of rA ) 30 Å, rB ) 19 Å, and rC )
8 Å, respectively. In these simulations, two sets of kinetic
rate constants were used: in the first set, kAB ) 200 s-1 and
kBA ) kBC ) kCB ) 20000 s-1 (Figure 7; top); in the second
set, kAB ) kBC ) kCB ) 200 s-1 and kBA) 20000 s-1 (Figure
7; bottom). For both cases, the populations of A, B, and C
are 98%, 1%, and 1%, respectively. (See the partition
function given by eq 23.) However, the apparent Γapp
2 rate is
highly affected by the presence of state C only for the former
set of rate constants, as is easily deduced from the simulations
for a two-state exchange system.

3. Experimental Analysis of 1H PRE Data
3.1. Paramagnetic Probes
Chemical probes used for paramagnetic NMR can be
divided into two classes: (1) nitroxide stable radicals, >N-O•,
and (2) metal chelators (such as EDTA, DTPA, and metalbinding peptides) that bind paramagnetic metal ions with very
high affinity. These two classes of paramagnetic probes can
be covalently attached to both proteins and nucleic acids and
used for the observation of intramolecular or intermolecular
PREs (Figure 8A and B). Free probes, in the form of
paramagnetic cosolute molecules, are also useful to identify
solvent accessible regions of the molecular surface of a
macromolecule (Figure 8C). In this section, we describe
paramagnetic probes that have gained widespread use in
paramagnetic NMR for structural and dynamic investigations
of macromolecular systems.
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Figure 9. Paramagnetic probes for protein labeling at a surface
exposed cysteine residue. (1) MTSSL;81,82 (2) iodoacetamidoPROXYL;102 (3)iodoacetamido-TEMPO;(4)maleimide-TEMPO;114,155
(5) S-(2-pyridylthio)cysteaminyl-EDTA;84,157,158 (6) MTS-EDTA;129
and (7) CLaNP-5.2.124,159 These compounds are conjugated to a
cysteine thiol group. (Compounds 2-4 can also react with other
types of amino acids, depending on reaction conditions.) Graycolored groups are replaced with a cysteine Sγ atom after
conjugation. For maleimide-TEMPO (compound 4), the CdC
double bond becomes a single bond and the cysteine Sγ atom is
bonded to one of the carbon atoms. Compound 7 is conjugated to
two cysteine residues in close spatial proximity on the surface of
the protein. For the metal chelators (compounds 5-7), atoms
involved in metal coordination are indicated by an asterisk.

3.1.1. Paramagnetic Probes Attached to Proteins
A solvent-exposed cysteine residue, which can be readily
introduced by site-directed mutagenesis, is most commonly
used as the conjugation site for site-specific incorporation
of a paramagnetic probe on a protein. Figure 9 shows several
different types of paramagnetic probes designed for cysteine
modification. Compounds 1-4 are nitroxide stable spin
radicals,81,82,102,114,155,156 while compounds 5-7 are derivatives
of metal chelators.84,124,129,157-159 Most of the nitroxidederivatives shown in Figure 9 were originally developed for
EPR spectroscopy.
Conjugation of a paramagnetic probe based on disulfide
chemistry81,82,84 is probably the most commonly used. This
type of reaction is thiol-specific, and virtually no conjugation
reactions other than on cysteine residues are found. Although
this reaction is convenient, the final product is not very stable,
owing to disulfide-exchange reactions causing gradual accumulation of cross-linked protein dimer in the NMR sample.
For example, in the case of a 6-month-old sample comprising
a cysteaminyl-EDTA-Mn2+ conjugate of 15N-labeled HPr
(E32C), the dimer population was found to be as high as
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30%.123 Considering that a relatively small percentage of
diamagnetic contamination can affect the PRE measurements
(see section 3.3.4), NMR experiments on this type of
conjugate should be carried out within a week or two of
sample preparation.
In terms of sample stability, paramagnetic probes conjugated with iodo- or bromoacetamide-derivatives102,156 are
advantageous, since they irreversibly form a stable C-S
bond. A drawback is their lower reaction specificity. These
reagents can also react with histidine, methionine, and lysine
residues at a slower rate. Careful optimization of the reaction
conditions to avoid undesired conjugations is therefore
necessary, as described by Gillespie and Shortle.102 Although
cysteine modification by the maleimide-derivative is popular
in biochemistry, Kosen pointed out the instability of the
maleimide conjugate and recommended the use of the other
compounds.77
The presence of multiple cysteine residues in a protein
makes selective incorporation of a paramagnetic group
difficult, especially if such cysteine residues are functionally
important and cannot therefore be mutated to serine or
alanine. Direct incorporation of a spin-labeled amino acid
in solid-phase peptide synthesis is feasible.160-165 The method
is potentially very powerful in that it permits site-specific
incorporation of nitroxide stable radicals at desired positions
even if there are cysteine residues at different locations.
However, application of this method is currently limited to
polypeptides shorter than about 50 residues. Incorporation
of a reactive keto group using the method developed by
Schultz and co-workers166 may provide an alternative approach to site-directed incorporation of paramagnetic groups
for PRE studies.
A short amino-acid sequence that binds to a paramagnetic
metal ion can be genetically introduced. The ATCUN motif
is a short N-terminal sequence (NH2-X1-X2-His) that binds
paramagnetic Cu2+ with high affinity. In the case of the Cu2+
ion bound to the ATCUN motif, the electron g-tensor is
almost isotropic, and therefore Curie-spin relaxation and
pseudocontact shifts are negligible. PRE 1H-Γ2 rates arising
from ATCUN-Cu2+ can be used for quantitative analysis.
The HHP motif (NH2-His-His-Pro) placed at the N-terminus
of a protein binds Ni2+ and results in the formation of a dimer
in which two molecules of the protein are bound to a single
Ni2+ ion.167 The lanthanide binding motif (Tyr-Val-Asp-ThrAsn-Asn-Asp-Gly-Ala-Tyr-Glu-Gly-Asp-Glu-Leu) is a 15residue sequence that specifically binds lanthanide ions and
can be incorporated either genetically168 or chemically.125

3.1.2. Paramagnetic Probes Attached to Nucleic Acids
For chemically synthesized nucleic acids the incorporation
of a paramagnetic group is straightforward. Phosphoramiditederivatives of nucleotides bearing a paramagnetic group have
been developed, and they can be incorporated at any desired
position of the DNA or RNA during the course of solidphase synthesis. Just as for proteins, either a nitroxide spin
radical or a metal-chelator for incorporation of a paramagnetic metal ion can be covalently attached to nucleic acids.
EDTA-derivatized nucleotides (Figure 10) have been used
most frequently in PRE studies of protein-DNA interactions.23,24,78,94,112,169 The phosphoramidite for dT-EDTA is
commercially available, and dT-EDTA can be incorporated
at any desired position using a normal DNA synthesizer.
Synthesis of a similar EDTA-derivative of the cytosine
nucleotide (dC-EDTA) has also been carried out.170 Although
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Figure 10. EDTA-derivatized DNA bases.94,170,171 These modified
bases can be incorporated at any desired position by solid-phase
DNA synthesis.

Figure 11. Nitroxide-derivatives of DNA/RNA bases.95,175-177

dT-EDTA was originally developed for sequence specific
DNA cleavage via the Fenton reaction with Fe2+ chelated
to the EDTA group,171 cleavage does not occur with either
Mn2+ or Ca2+.94 Since divalent ions bind DNA with a
dissociation constant Kdiss in the 10-4-10-3 M range,172-174
it is important to remove divalent ions at undesired locations
by extensive washing.24,94
Various types of nitroxide-conjugated nucleotides have
been developed mostly for EPR (see review by Keyes and
Bobst175). Some of these derivatives may not be suitable for
NMR purposes because of the requirements of larger
amounts, higher conjugation efficiency, and higher chemical
stability. To date, the nitroxide-labeled bases represented by
compounds 3 and 4 in Figure 11 have been successfully used
for NMR investigations.95,176,177

3.1.3. Paramagnetic Cosolutes for Probing Molecular
Surfaces
Small paramagnetic compounds added to macromolecular
solutions as cosolute molecules provide a unique means of
obtaining information on the molecular surface of macromolecules. Random collisions of a macromolecule with the
paramagnetic cosolute at relatively high concentration cause
sizable PREs for 1H nuclei of the macromolecule depending

Clore and Iwahara

Figure 12. Cosolute paramagnetic probes for probing molecular
surfaces.

on their depth from the molecular surface (Figure 8C). For
simplicity and clarification, we refer to such PREs as solvent
PREs.
Three paramagnetic cosolute molecules have gained
popularity: TEMPOL,178,179 O2,180,181 and Gd-diethylenetriamine pentacetic acid-bismethylamide (Gd-DTPA-BMA)23,182
(Figure 12). Since these are neutral molecules with no net
charge, their spatial distribution with respect to a macromolecule in solution is generally assumed to be uniform.
This approximation appears to be valid for O2 and Gd-DTPABMA, and the resulting PRE patterns can be predicted
reasonably well from the macromolecular structure (see
section 3.4.2). Hydrophobic patches on macromolecular
surfaces, however, tend to bias the spatial distribution of
TEMPOL via preferential hydrophobic interactions. The
solvent PRE is also useful for identifying binding interfaces
in macromolecular complexes.23,181 For the latter application,
the solvent PREs for the free and complexed states are
compared. Since the binding interface is exposed in the free
state but buried in the complex, the solvent PRE rates for
the binding interface decrease upon complex formation.
In some circumstances, probes that exhibit a biased
distribution of collision sites on macromolecules can also
be useful. For example, use of a positively charged paramagnetic probe (e.g., charged derivatives of TEMPOL) can
permit the identification of negatively charged patches on
the molecular surface.183,184 Another example is the use of
spin-labeled lipids to identify lipid-contacting regions of
membrane proteins.185,186

3.2. Pulse Sequences for the Measurement of
PRE 1H-Γ2 Rates
The PRE rate Γ2 is measured as the difference in transverse
relaxation rates between the paramagnetic (R2,para) and
diamagnetic (R2,dia) states of the macromolecule:

Γ2 ) R2,para - R2,dia

(24)

This subtraction cancels out relaxation mechanisms common
to both states such that the only remaining relaxation
mechanism arises from electron-nucleus interactions (i.e.,
the PRE effect). For the case of systems with an isotropic
electron g-tensor, chemical exchange contributions to the
transverse relaxation rate, R2, are also canceled. This is not
the case, however, for systems with an anisotropic electron
g-tensor. In this instance, the exchanging species may
experience different pseudocontact shifts, and therefore, the
exchange contributions can be significantly different in the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic states.
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Figure 13. Pulse sequence for the measurement of PRE Γ2 rates
on HN protons. Details are given in Iwahara et al.123 published in
J. Magn. Reson. (Elsevier) while the authors were U.S. Government
employees at the National Institutes of Health.

In many papers in the literature, the ratio Ipara/Idia of the
signal intensities for the paramagnetic (Ipara) and diamagnetic
(Idia) states is inappropriately referred to as the PRE. Such a
ratio is not physically meaningful, because it depends not
only on the PRE 1H-Γ2 rate but also on the corresponding
PRE 1H-Γ1 rate, the delays for coherence transfers, and the
type of data processing. For quantitative PRE investigations
of macromolecules, measurement of actual PRE 1H-Γ2 rates
is required, and for systems with an isotropic electron
g-tensor, such measurements are straightforward.

3.2.1. Γ2 Measurement for 15N-Attached 1H-Nuclei
Figure 13 shows the pulse sequence used to measure 1HΓ2 rates on 1H-nuclei directly bonded to 15N.83,123 The period
for the 1H transverse relaxation measurement is incorporated
in the first INEPT scheme. During the 1H transverse period
of T + 2τa, 15N 180 pulses swap the slow and fast relaxing
components (represented by Hy - 2HyNz and Hy + 2HyNz,
respectively) and the contributions from the two components
are identical, making the overall decay a single-exponential
process with an average relaxation rate. The observed
relaxation rate corresponds to 1/T2 for 1H in-phase terms,
since the transverse relaxation rates for the Hy and 2HxNz
terms are expected to be virtually identical for macromolecules. (Note that T1 relaxation of Nz is much slower than
1
H-T2 relaxation). Identical experiments are performed for
the paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples to obtain Γ2 (cf.
eq 24).
This pulse sequence can readily be modified to a transverse
relaxation optimized (TROSY) version. In this instance,
Boltzmann 15N-magnetization should be destroyed at the
beginning of the pulse sequence so that all observables are
modulated by 1H transverse relaxation during the time
interval T.
A two-time-point measurement provides a simple means
of obtaining Γ2 rates and their corresponding errors without
making use of any fitting procedures. In this approach, 1HΓ2 rates are determined from two time points (T ) 0 and
∆T) for transverse relaxation as follows:

Γ2 ) R2,para - R2,dia )

Idia(Tb) Ipara(Ta)
1
ln
Tb - Ta Idia(Ta) Ipara(Tb)
(25)

where Idia and Ipara are the peak intensities for the diamagnetic
and paramagnetic states, respectively. It should be noted that
the effects of homonuclear 3JHNHR-modulation during the

Figure 14. Comparison of 1H-Γ2 rates obtained from a simple twotime point measurement versus a conventional eight-time point
measurement. Adapted from Iwahara et al.123 published in J. Magn.
Reson. (Elsevier) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

delay T are canceled out by using identical times and taking
ratios for the two states. The errors in Γ2 can be propagated
from eq 25 based on partial derivatives with respect to peak
intensities and are given by

σ(Γ2) )

1
Tb - Ta

σdia
Idia(Ta)

2

${ } {
+

σdia
Idia(Tb)

2

} {
+

σpara
Ipara(Ta)

2

} {
+

σpara 2
Ipara(Tb)
(26)

}

where σdia and σpara are the standard deviations of the noise
in the spectra recorded for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic
states, respectively. Figure 14 shows a comparison of PRE
1
H-Γ2 rates determined from two- versus eight-time points
for the same overall measurement time, and it can be seen
that agreement is excellent.

3.2.2. Γ2 Measurement for 13C-Attached 1H-Nuclei
Figure 15 shows the pulse sequence used to measure PRE
H-Γ2 rates for 1HR protons directly bonded to 13C.78 This
experiment is recorded as a 2D 1H-15N correlation experiment with the initial excitation on 1HR nuclei, followed by
coherence transfers to 1HN through 13CR, 13C′, and 15N nuclei.
A scheme for 1H-Γ2 relaxation is incorporated in the first
INEPT transfer step. Since CSA-DD cross relaxation is
negligible for HR, the scheme is simpler than that for the Γ2
measurement on HN. 2D spectra with different T-delays are
recorded in an interleaved manner to determine PRE Γ2 rates.
The same scheme can also be incorporated into a 1H-13C
HSQC experiment to measure PRE 1H-Γ2 for other 13Cattached protons (Figure 15). Although the T2 process for
methyl CH3 protons is biexponential due to cross-correlation,187 a two-time point measurement using eq 25 still gives
reasonably accurate Γ2 values as long as the PRE affects
both components of the biexponential decay equally. Indeed,
the PRE measured on methyl protons in the SRY/DNAEDTA-Mn2+ complex using this method exhibited excellent
agreement with those calculated from the structure.78 In
favorable cases, even two methyl groups in the same Leu or
Val residue can be stereospecifically distinguished based on
the measured 1H-Γ2 rates and the three-dimensional structure.
1
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the narrower the optimal range of ∆T. Therefore, the second
time point should be set to be optimal for a relatively large
Γ2 value expected for the system under study. For example,
if the range of expected Γ2 rates is 0 to 75 s-1, a second
time point Tb at ∼1.15/(R2,dia+ 50) s represents a reasonable
choice. (However, if diamagnetic contamination in the
paramagnetic sample is greater than ∼3%, smaller values
are required for accurate measurement of intramolecular Γ2
rates; see below.)

3.3.2. Undesired Solvent PRE Effects at High Sample
Concentration

Figure 15. Pulse sequences for the measurement of PRE Γ2 rates
on (A) 1HR directly bonded to 13C and (B) all other 13C-attached
protons. Details are given in the Supporting Information of Iwahara
et al.78 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society)
while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

For PRE analysis, the sample concentration should be
relatively low (∼0.2-0.5 mM) to avoid contributions from
additional undesired PREs arising from random “elastic”
collisions between a molecule and the paramagnetic group
of another molecule. This effect corresponds to the “solvent
PRE” discussed in section 3.1.3. Whether or not this effect
is significant can be easily ascertained by carrying out PRE
measurements at different sample concentrations, since the
magnitude of the solvent PRE is directly proportional to the
sample concentration. For example, solvent PRE effects were
observed for some residues of ubiquitin tagged with ATCUN-Cu2+ at its N-terminus at high sample concentration
(∼2 mM) but were insignificant at lower concentrations (<0.6
mM).83
Due to the requirement of low sample concentration, the
measurement of PRE Γ2 rates can be somewhat timeconsuming in the absence of a cryogenic probe. The total
measurement time (including data acquisition for both
diamagnetic and paramagnetic samples) on a cryoprobe
required to obtain reasonably precise data with errors less
than ∼10% for Γ2 ∼50 s-1 is about two days for a ∼0.3
mM nondeuterated sample comprising a system of ∼20 kDa
in size.

3.3.3. Field Dependence of PRE 1H-Γ2
Figure 16. Error in PRE Γ2 as a function of ∆T in the two-time
point measurement. Adapted from Iwahara et al.123 published in J.
Magn. Reson. (Elsevier) while the authors were U.S. Government
employees at the National Institutes of Health.

3.3. Practical Considerations for Γ2
Measurements
3.3.1. Choice of Time Points
In the context of a two-time point measurement of Γ2, the
time points should be chosen to minimize the errors in the
measured Γ2 rates. Figure 16 illustrates the theoretical
relationship between ∆T and the error in Γ2, obtained using
eq 26 and the following equation:

Ipara(0) ) Idia(0)

R2,dia
exp(-Γ2τ)
R2,dia + Γ2

(27)

where τ represents the overall 1H transverse relaxation period
for the coherence transfers (set to 9.9 ms). Equation 27
assumes a Lorentzian line shape in the 1H-dimension, equal
recovery levels during the repetition delay, and the same
concentration and number of scans for both the diamagnetic
and paramagnetic samples. Under these conditions, the error
σ(Γ2) is minimal when Ta ) 0 and Tb ∼ 1.15/(R2,dia+ Γ2).
As can be seen from Figure 16, the larger the value of Γ2,

Since Γ2 for a macromolecule is dominated by the value
of the spectral density function at zero frequency, 1H-Γ2 rates
measured at high magnetic field (B0 > 10 T) should be
dependent on B0 if (a) the PRE correlation time τc is fielddependent or (b) the contribution from Curie-spin relaxation
(whose rate is proportional to B02) is non-negligible.
In the case of the SRY/DNA-EDTA-Mn2+ complex, the
field-dependence of 1H-Γ2 is very weak (Figure 17). The
relative contribution of Curie-spin relaxation depends upon
the size of the system. For a very large system with a
rotational correlation time τr larger than 50 ns (corresponding
to a molecular weight in excess of 100 kDa), the contribution
could be larger than 20% at 800 MHz. In the case of a
nitroxide spin label, the electron spin relaxation time τs
(>10-7 s) is much longer than τr,188,189 and the PRE
correlation time τc, defined as (τr-1 + τs-1)-1, is virtually
identical to τr, resulting in a field-independent 1H-Γ2. For a
macromolecular system with conjugated EDTA-Mn2+, for
which τs is comparable to τr,78,94,130 1H-Γ2 could be fielddependent because of the field-dependence of τs.

3.3.4. Effect of Diamagnetic Impurities on PRE 1H-Γ2
In practice, no matter how carefully a paramagnetic sample
may be prepared, contamination by trace amounts (∼1-5%)
of the corresponding diamagnetic species is almost impos-
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paramagnetic sample containing a trace amount of the
diamagnetic species with population pd is given by

I(T) ) (1 - pd)Ipara(T) + pdIdia(T)

Figure 17. Field-dependence of 1H-Γ2 rates arising from dTEDTA-Mn2+ in the SRY/DNA-EDTA-Mn2+ complex. Adapted
from Iwahara et al.123 published in J. Magn. Reson. (Elsevier) while
the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

sible to avoid, owing to several factors: (a) incomplete
conjugation of the extrinsic paramagnetic group and insufficient purification of the conjugated species; (b) the presence
of diamagnetic impurities in the paramagnetic stock solution
(e.g., trace amounts of diamagnetic metals such as Zn2+ and
Ca2+ in stock solutions of Mn2+ for the EDTA-Mn2+ system;
the reduced species for a nitroxide spin label); (c) chemical
instability of the conjugated states (discussed in a later
section). Thus, it is important to ascertain the impact of
diamagnetic contamination on the measured 1H-Γ2 rates. In
fact, the effect of diamagnetic impurities on PRE measurements can be significant but fortunately can be reduced with
careful setting of experimental conditions, as shown below.123
Under conditions where the chemical shifts for the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic states are identical and they
do not exchange with each other, the signal intensity for the

(28)

Figure 18 displays the theoretical relationship between the
true value of 1H-Γ2 and the apparent value (Γapp
2 ) that would
be obtained from a two-time-point measurement for two
values of ∆T and diamagnetic contaminations ranging from
0 to 5%. Γapp
2 is always smaller than the true Γ2 value. For
the case with R2,dia ) 50 s-1, Γ2 ) 60 s-1, and pd ) 2%, the
apparent value of Γ2 from the two-time-point measurement
with ∆T ) 18 ms is 52 s-1. For pd ) 5%, Γapp
2 is reduced to
44 s-1. Note that the percentage error in Γ2 is much larger
than pd. This is due to the fact that the PRE significantly
reduces the contribution of the first term in eq 28. The
deviation from the true value of Γ2 can be reduced by using
a relatively small value of ∆T, thereby reducing the relative
contribution from the second term in eq 28. For example,
the apparent values of Γ2 obtained with ∆T ) 6 ms are 55
s-1 for pd ) 2% and 48 s-1 for pd ) 5%.
Figure 19 shows correlations between experimental 1HNΓ2 data measured with ∆T ) 4 and 40 ms on 15N-HPr(E32C)
conjugated with EDTA-Mn2+ at Cys32. As expected from
the above considerations, the measured Γ2 values derived
from the experiment with ∆T ) 40 ms are systematically
smaller than those obtained with ∆T ) 4 ms, indicating the
presence of a diamagnetic impurity. From this correlation,
pd was estimated to be 3%. The same population for the
diamagnetic impurity can also be obtained from the intensities of residual peaks that should be completely broadened
beyond detection yet appear with low intensity because of
the diamagnetic contamination (Figure 19b).
In the case of intermolecular PRE measurements on a
complex where dissociation and association processes are
in the fast exchange regime on the relaxation time scale, the
observed Γ2 is simply scaled down by a factor of (1 - pd)
and the effect of a diamagnetic impurity is much weaker
than that for the intramolecular case considered above.

3.4. PRE Back-calculation from the
Three-Dimensional Structure
In this section, we review the computational methods
required to back-calculate PRE rates from macromolecular
structures. While the back-calculation is straightforward for
a static system, motional effects need to be taken into
consideration for a dynamic system.

Figure 18. Theoretical effect of diamagnetic impurities on the measurement of 1H-Γ2 rates. Adapted from Iwahara et al.123 published in
J. Magn. Reson. (Elsevier) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.
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Figure 19. Experimentally observed effect of diamagnetic impurities on 1H-Γ2 rate measurements. Adapted from Iwahara et al.123 published
in J. Magn. Reson. (Elsevier) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

3.4.1. PRE Arising from Paramagnetic Probes Attached
to Macromolecules
Two averaging techniques have been proposed for backcalculating NMR parameters in systems with flexibility: timeaveraging of restrained molecular dynamics trajectories190-193
and ensemble-averaging.194-200 To date, the latter approach
has been adopted for PRE back-calculation.78,100,105
The computational method we have developed to backcalculate 1H-PREs makes use of a multiple conformer
representation for the paramagnetic group.78 This approach
has been implemented as the “prePot” pseudoenergy term
in the macromolecular structure determination software
package Xplor-NIH.201,202 The target function for the PRE
restraints, EPRE, is defined as

EPRE ) kPRE ∑ wi{Γ2obs(i) - Γ2cal(i)}2

(29)

i

where kPRE is a force constant, wi is a weighting factor that
calc
is defined for each restraint, Γobs
2 (i) and Γ2 (i) (cf. eq 17 in
section 2.2.1) are the observed and calculated PRE rates,
respectively, and the summation is over individual 1H-Γ2 PRE
data. To account for the finite conformational space occupied
by a flexible paramagnetic group, N different conformers are
used to represent the paramagnetic group in the calculations,
while the remainder of the molecule is represented by a single
structure. Individual conformers are treated independently
under the restraints of the 1H-PRE target function and can
overlap with each other, since interactions between the
conformers are excluded from the nonbonded interaction
energy term. The N conformers represent a discrete jump
model where fractions of individual sites and the transition
probability over a long period of time are uniform and equal
to 1/N. Since members of the ensemble can overlap structurally, this model is also valid for a case with fewer sites and
uneven distributions, providing N is large enough. To obtain
the ensemble average of Γ2, the ensemble-averaged quantity
〈r-6〉 for the electron-proton distance r must be calculated
as follows:

〈r-6〉 ) 1

N

Nnp ∑
h

np

∑ rhs-6

(30)

s

where np is the number of equivalent protons (i.e., 1 for NH
or CH; 2 for equivalent aromatic protons that are degenerate
owing to fast ring flipping; 3 for methyl protons). This
quantity is used to back-calculate the PRE Γ2 rate based on
either the SB (eq 16) or SBMF (eq 17) equations. The direct
application of the SBMF equation requires the explicit use

of order parameters S2 for the PRE interaction vectors as
defined by eq 11. These order parameters are calculated
directly from the N-site discrete jump model of the paramagnetic group used in the simulated annealing calculations,
assuming that positional fluctuations of the analyzed 1H
nucleus are small compared to the paramagnetic center-1H
distance and hence do not contribute to S2 for the 1H-PRE
interaction vector. For the N-state jump model, the order
parameters can be calculated using eq 12 together with the
following equations:
2
)
SPRE,angular

r hs·b
r kt
1 N np 3 b
Σ
Σ
N2np2 h, ks, t 2 rhsrkt

2

{( ) }
-

1
2

(31)

N np

2
)
SPRE,radial

(ΣΣrhs-3)2
h s

N

Nnp ∑
h

np

(32)

∑ rhs-6
s

Owing to increased complexity, the use of the SBMF
equation in the PRE back-calculation is computationally more
expensive. Figure 20 displays correlations between experimental Γ2 data obtained for the SRY-DNA complex with
the dT-EDTA-Mn2+ paramagnetic label located at three
separate sites (one at a time) and the calculated Γ2 rates using
a three-conformer ensemble for the paramagnetic labels.
Quantitative agreement between observed (Γ2obs) and calculated (Γ2calc) rates is given by the PRE Q-factor, calculated
as

Q)

$

∑ {Γ2obs(i) - Γ2cal(i)}2
i

∑ Γ2obs(i)2

(33)

i

For the SRY-DNA complex, the overall Q-factor for a
three-member ensemble representation for the paramagnetic
labels is 0.20 for backbone protons (HN and HR) and 0.26
for side chain protons.
The introduction of a multiple ensemble representation for
the paramagnetic labels results in a substantial decrease in
both the working (i.e., PRE data included in the refinement)
and free PRE Q-factors (i.e., PRE data excluded from
refinement and used for complete cross-validation), indicating
that the back-calculation method results in improved coordinate accuracy without overfitting of the data. Independent
confirmation that the ensemble representation of the para-
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Figure 21. Otting-LeMaster180,182 approach for predicting solvent
PREs from structure. For the prediction, distances from a 1H nucleus
to grid points that can be occupied by cosolute molecules are
calculated and used in eq 34.

groups.180,182 We refer to this approach as the Otting-LeMaster
approach. In this method, the coordinates of the macromolecule are embedded in a cubic lattice with grid spacing <1.0
Å (Figure 21). For each hydrogen atom of the macromolecule, the following quantity is calculated:

AOL )

Figure 20. Correlation between observed and calculated PRE 1HΓ2 rates for the NMR structure of the SRY-DNA complex. The
experimental data comprise PREs collected for the EDTA-Mn2+
paramagnetic label at three different sites, one at a time. Each
paramagnetic label was represented by a three-conformer ensemble.78 Adapted from Iwahara et al.94 published in J. Am. Chem.
Soc. (American Chemical Society) while the authors were U.S.
Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

magnetic label results in a substantial improvement in
coordinate accuracy is provided by cross-validation against
RDCs.78 Indeed, if the paramagnetic label is represented by
only a single species, coordinate accuracy decreases substantially.78
The method of PRE back-calculation presented in this
section can also be applied to an exchanging system, as
discussed later on in section 4.2, providing that every process
involved is in fast exchange on the PRE time scale.

3.4.2. Otting-LeMaster Approach for Predicting Solvent
PREs
The PRE arising from paramagnetic cosolute molecules
such as those displayed in Figure 12 depends on many
factors, including translational diffusion constants, electron
relaxation time, and rotational correlation time. Hwang and
Freed proposed a general theory to describe the solvent PRE
effect in which pair-correlation functions, related to a
potential of averaged forces between the molecules, are
considered.203,204 Despite its generality, application of the
Hwang-Freed theory to macromolecules is extremely complicated and consequently of no practical use. Although the
hard-sphere model that provides the simplest pair-correlation
functions was found to be effective for systems involving
small molecules, the model was found to be too simple for
macromolecules, and predictions based on the model are in
poor agreement with the experimental data.
An empirical approach to predict solvent PREs from threedimensional structure was proposed independently by two

-6
∑ δgridrgrid-H

(34)

grid

where rgrid-H is a distance between a 1H-nucleus and a grid
point, and where δgrid is 0 for grid points that overlap with
the macromolecule and 1 for the others. All grid points within
the van der Waals radius plus the molecular radius of the
paramagnetic cosolute from any atom in the macromolecule
are regarded as overlapped. Summation is over the entire
lattice. A solvent PRE is predicted to be aAOL, for which a
is a scaling factor common to all protons in the macromolecule. Since the scaling factor a includes the effects of the
concentration of cosolute, correlation-times, etc. and can
therefore not be determined explicitly, its value is obtained
by numerical optimization against the experimental data.
Profiles of solvent PREs predicted with this empirical
approach have been found to be in reasonably good agreement with experimental observations. LeMaster’s group
applied this approach to solvent PRE 1H-Γ1 data arising from
O2 for the backbone amide 1HN protons in rubredoxin
proteins.180 Otting’s group applied the method to solvent PRE
1
H-Γ1 data arising from Gd-DTPA-BMA for 13C-attached
1
H nuclei in ubiquitin.182 The same approach was also found
to be useful for the prediction of solvent PRE 1H-Γ2 data
arising from Gd-DTPA-BMA for specific- and nonspecific
protein-DNA complexes (Figure 22).23
Since the Otting-LeMaster approach permits backcalculation of solvent PREs from the structure, solvent PRE
data may potentially be used as restraints in NMR structure
calculations. Such restraints would be unique in that they
constrain depths of observed 1H nuclei from the molecular
surface. Currently, however, two problems need to be
overcome to make this practical. First, back-calculation of
solvent PREs using this approach is computationally too
expensive, owing to the requirement for three-dimensional
integration. Second, the partial derivatives of the backcalculated solvent PREs with respect to the atomic coordinates, which are essential to build a pseudoenergy potential
for structure calculation, are difficult to compute.
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Figure 22. Comparison of observed and calculated solvent PRE
profiles for the HoxD9 homeodomain free in solution and bound
to DNA in specific and nonspecific complexes. (A) Experimental
solvent PRE profiles for free HoxD9 (black) and HoxD9 bound
specifically (red) and nonspecifically (green) to DNA. (B) Predicted
solvent PREs ratios for free to specifically bound HoxD9 calculated
using the Otting-LeMaster approach.23 (C) Experimentally observed solvent PRE ratios for free to nonspecifically bound HoxD9.
(D) Experimentally observed solvent PRE ratios for free to
specifically bound HoxD9. Adapted from Iwahara et al.23 published
in Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. (National Academy of Sciences)
while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

4. Applications
In this section we discuss a series of PRE applications
aimed at studying species involved in rapid dynamic
processes and interconversions at equilibrium. These include
the study of nonspecific protein-DNA interactions, investigations into the search process whereby a specific DNAbinding protein locates its target site, the detection and
characterization of encounter complexes in both specific and
nonspecific protein-protein interactions, the probing of large
scale interdomain motions involving lowly sampled states,
and finally investigations aimed at probing the conformational space sampled by denatured or intrinsically disordered
proteins.

4.1. Investigations of the Target Search Process
in Protein-DNA Interactions
4.1.1. Nonspecific Protein-DNA Interactions
Nonspecific protein-DNA interactions play a crucial role
in increasing the efficiency whereby specific DNA binding
proteins locate their cognate DNA binding site within a sea
of nonspecific DNA sites. Nonspecific protein-DNA interactions, however, are particularly difficult to study since they
are intrinsically dynamic. That is to say, these interactions
involve both one-dimensional diffusion of the protein along
the DNA and hopping of the protein from one DNA molecule
or segment to another.9,20,205 As a consequence, characterizing
nonspecific interactions of a protein with DNA in terms of
both structure and dynamics is highly challenging, since the
experimental observables represent an ensemble average of
many rapidly exchanging states, with the protein moving
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between multiple overlapping sites on the DNA. One way
around this problem is to design an experimental system in
which the protein is constrained to only a single location on
the DNA, for example by using a length of DNA that is
exactly equal to the length of the DNA binding site and/or
by making use of cross-linking.206-210 However, the dynamic
nature of the nonspecific interactions is lost, and, further,
the biological relevance is questionable, since it is hard to
exclude that such structures may represent partially specific
complexes or are heavily influenced by extrinsic effects
imposed, for example, by crystal packing forces or crosslinking agents. An alternative approach is to directly study
nonspecific interactions in a naturally dynamic environment
by means of the PRE.
The first nonspecific protein-DNA interaction we studied
involved the A box of the classical HMG-box protein,
HMGB-1.112 HMGB-1A is an architectural protein that binds
nonspecifically in the minor groove of DNA, causing the
DNA to bend.211,212 The DNA binding domain of HMGB1A is highly homologous to that of the male sex-determining
factor SRY, another member of the HMG-box family.213,214
In contrast to HMGB-1A, SRY binds sequence specifically
to DNA with an affinity that is approximately 2 orders of
magnitude higher (KD ∼ 20 nM versus 0.9 µM). The 1H-15N
correlation spectrum of the HMGB-1A/DNA complex with
a 14-bp DNA duplex reveals a single set of well-resolved
narrow cross-peaks (Figure 23A). From such a spectrum it
would be impossible to ascertain whether HMGB-1A was
binding to only a single site on the DNA or to multiple sites
with rapid exchange between the available binding modes
(Figure 23B). Intermolecular PRE data recorded on the
complexes with paramagnetic labels (dT-EDTA-Mn2+) positioned at either end of the DNA resolve the situation
unambiguously (Figure 24). The intermolecular PRE profiles
obtained with SRY are fully consistent with a single specific
complex, and as expected, the PRE profiles observed for the
two paramagnetic labels are completely different (Figure
24A, lower left-hand panel). In the case of the HMGB-1A/
DNA complex, however, the intermolecular PRE profiles
obtained with the two paramagnetic labels are virtually
identical, and moreover, the magnitude of the PREs is
considerably larger than that observed for SRY (Figure 24A,
upper left-hand panel). The observed PRE profiles for the
HMGB-1A/DNA complex are characteristic of a protein
binding to multiple DNA binding sites in two possible
orientations differing by a 180° rotation (cf. Figure 24 A,
upper right-hand panels).
The intermolecular PRE data for the HMGB-1A complex
can be further analyzed using a semiquantitative approach
to obtain an estimate of the populations of the individual
binding sites.112 With N discrete binding sites in rapid
exchange, the ensemble average 〈Γ2〉 rate is given by a
population weighted average of the Γ2 rates for the individual
states:
N

<Γ2 > )

∑ FkΓ2,k

(35)

k)1

where Fk and Γ2,k are the population and Γ2 rate for state k,
respectively. The populations Fk can be obtained by backcalculating the Γ2 rates from structural models of the 26
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Figure 23. NMR characterization of the HMGB-1A/DNA nonspecific complex. (A) 1H-15N correlation spectrum of U-[15N/13C]-HMGB1A in the presence of a 14-bp DNA duplex (natural isotopic abundance) at a ratio of 1:1.5 protein to DNA to ensure that all protein is
bound and only a single molecule of protein is bound per 14-bp DNA duplex. (B) The 1H-15N correlation spectrum does not permit one
to distinguish between a single binding mode (top) and multiple binding modes in rapid exchange with one another (bottom). Adapted from
Iwahara et al.112 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the
National Institutes of Health.

possible states, 13 in each of the two possible orientations
(Figure 25B), and minimizing the χ2 function:
N

{Γ2,obs(i) χ2 )

∑
i

∑ FkΓ2,calc,k(i)}2

k)1

σ(i)2

(36)

where i is the residue number, Γ2,obs(i) is the observed value
of Γ2 for residue i, Γ2,calc,k(i) is the calculated value of Γ2 for
binding state k, and σ(i) is the experimental error for Γ2,obs(i).
The structural models were generated from the crystal
structure of the HMGB-1A/cisplatin-modified DNA complex.212 Despite the relatively crude nature of the model, the
overall Q-factor after minimization is 0.36 with a correlation
coefficient of 0.71. The occupancy of HMGB-1A molecules
in orientations 1 and 2 is essentially equal, with maximal
occupancy for sites 5-8 in orientation 1 and sites 6-9 in
orientation 2. The site of intercalation of Phe37 is located at
the edge of the DNA binding site, and full coverage of the
DNA binding site (∼7 bp) is obtained at intercalation sites
5-13 in orientation 1 and intercalation sites 1-9 in orientation 2 (Figure 24B). Thus, one would expect reduced
occupancy of sites 1-4 in orientation 1 and sites 10-13 in
orientation 2, as a consequence of a progressive decrease in
protein-DNA contacts. However, the reduced populations
for sites 9-13 in orientation 1 and sites 1-5 in orientation
2 presumably reflect a subtle degree of sequence preference,
since the distribution is not the same as that expected from
simple statistical considerations if the interaction energy at
a given site was only dependent on base-pair coverage.
The PRE has also been used to characterize diffusion and
hopping of the homeodomain HoxD9 on nonspecific DNA.23
As in the case of HMGB-1A, very similar intermolecular
PRE profiles with large PREs are observed with the
paramagnetic label positioned at either end of the DNA
duplex. Interestingly, the RDCs measured on HoxD9 bound

specifically and nonspecifically to DNA in a dilute liquid
crystalline medium of phage pf1 are virtually identical with
a correlation coefficient of 0.99 and a pairwise rms difference
of only 2.3 Hz. Further, the measured RDCs for both the
specific and nonspecific complexes are in excellent agreement
with those calculated from the crystal structure of the
Antennapedia homeodomain-DNA complex215 with RDC
R-factors56 of 13.7 and 15.2%, respectively. These data
indicate that (i) the binding orientation of HoxD9 with respect
to the long axis of the DNA at each nonspecific site is
effectively identical to that for the specific complex; (ii) end
effects that could potentially result in alternative binding
modes are insignificant; (iii) alignment in the pf1 medium
is dominated by the negative charges on the DNA phosphate
backbone and is minimally sensitive to protein location on
the DNA; and (iv) the DNA is essentially straight.23 (In the
case of the HMGB-1A/DNA complex where HMGB-1A
induces a ∼50° bend in the DNA, the alignment would be
dependent upon protein location, since this determines the
site of the bend on the DNA and, therefore, the overall shape
of the DNA.)

4.1.2. Locating the Cognate Target Site in Specific
Protein-DNA Interactions
A sequence specific DNA binding protein must be able
to locate its specific target site within a sea of nonspecific
sites. Nonspecific DNA binding can facilitate this process
by permitting both intramolecular one-dimensional sliding
on the DNA coupled with intermolecular translocation
involving hopping from one DNA molecule to another or
from one nonspecific DNA site to another.9,20,205 Intermolecular PRE measurements provide a direct means for
investigating these processes.
The HoxD9 homeodomain binds specifically to DNA with
a Kdiss of ∼1.5 nM in 100 mM salt compared to a Kdiss of
0.2-0.4 µM for nonspecific binding.23,24 Intermolecular PRE
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Figure 24. PRE characterization of HMGB-1A binding nonspecifically to DNA. (A) Comparison of the intermolecular PRE profiles
observed for the nonspecific HMGB-1A/DNA complex (top) and the specific SRY/DNA complex (bottom) with two DNA duplexes bearing
the dT-EDTA-Mn2+ paramagnetic label at the two ends of the DNA. A diagrammatic depiction of the states giving rise to the observed
PREs is shown on the right-hand side of the figure. (B) Semiquantitative analysis of the intermolecular PRE data used to estimate the
distribution and occupancy of HMGB-1A binding sites along a 14-bp DNA duplex. There are a total of 13 potential intercalation sites for
Phe-37 and HMGB-1A binding in two orientations related by a 180° rotation (top left panel), giving rise to a total of 26 states. Minimization
of the χ2 function shown in eq 36 results in a PRE Q-factor of 0.36 (top right panel) with optimized distributions for the two orientations
shown in the bottom two panels. Adapted from Iwahara et al.112 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society) while the
authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

data were collected for the HoxD9/DNA complex with the
specific DNA site located in the center of a 24-bp DNA
duplex and paramagnetic labels (dT-EDTA-Mn2+) placed at
four different sites (Figure 25A).24 At low salt (20 mM NaCl)
the intermolecular PRE data are completely consistent with
a model derived from the crystal structure of the Antennapedia homeodomain/DNA complex215 with a combined
Q-factor for all four paramagnetic labels of 0.26 (Figure
25C). Thus, large magnitude PREs are only observed for
residues in close proximity to the label in the specific
complex (Figure 25E). As the salt concentration is raised
(100 and 160 mM NaCl), however, the intermolecular PRE
data become completely inconsistent with the structure with
a Q-factor of 0.66 (Figure 25D) and large intermolecular
PREs are observed on regions of the protein far away from
the paramagnetic label in the specific complex (Figure 25F).
Moreover, the PRE data observed with the paramagnetic
label at sites 1 (base pair 2) and 4 (base pair 23) are very
similar, and likewise for the PRE data observed with the
paramagnetic label at sites 2 (base pair 5) and 3 (base pair

18) (Figure 25F). In all cases, however, the residues of
HoxD9 that exhibit large intermolecular PREs are located
close to or at the DNA binding interface and can therefore
readily come close to the paramagnetic labels. The 1H-15N
correlation spectrum of HoxD9 is minimally perturbed by
salt and the RDCs for HoxD9 at low and high salt are highly
correlated. The observed intermolecular PREs at high salt
must therefore reflect the footprint of a stochastic search
process in which there is rapid exchange between HoxD9
bound to nonspecific sites at low occupancy and HoxD9
bound to the specific site. The occupancy of the minor
species can be estimated to be less than 1% based on the
observed Kdiss values for specific and nonspecific DNA
binding of HoxD9.
The intermolecular PRE profiles observed for the HoxD9/
DNA complex at high salt can be attributed to two processes:
intramolecular sliding and intermolecular translocation. From
15
Nz-exchange spectroscopy and line-shape analysis along
with the ‘mixture’ approach, the latter is known to occur
rapidly via direct transfer between specific sites, as well as
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Figure 25. Intermolecular PREs observed for the specific HoxD9/DNA complex in low and high salt corresponding to slow and fast
exchange regimes on the PRE relaxation time scale, respectively, for the interconversion between the specific complex and lowly populated
(<1%) nonspecific complexes. (A) 24-bp DNA duplex with the specific site centrally located (boxed) and the location of the four paramagnetic
labels (one at a time) indicated. (B) Diagrammatic representation of the specific complex (left) and the target search process whereby the
specific complex is located (right). (C) and (D) Correlation between observed and calculated PREs for all four sites at low (20 mM NaCl)
and high (160 mM) NaCl, respectively. The calculated rates are obtained from a model derived from the crystal structure of the Antennapedia
homeodomain/DNA complex. (E and F) Intermolecular PRE profiles observed at low (20 mM NaCl) and high (100 and 160 mM NaCl),
respectively. The PRE data are mapped on the structural model of the specific complex, with the color coding depicting the observed PRE
rates. Adapted from Iwahara et al.24 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the authors were U.S. Government employees
at the National Institutes of Health.

nonspecific sites, located on different DNA molecules
without necessitating the dissociation of HoxD9 from its
specific DNA site into free solution, a process that is very
slow (kdiss < 0.01 s-1).23,25 The apparent rate of intermolecular
translocation is dependent on the concentration of free DNA
as well as the salt concentration. To ascertain the relative
contributions of intra- and intermolecular translocation, PRE
measurements were carried out on two samples comprising
equimolar concentrations of specific and nonspecific DNA

duplexes with a ratio of protein/DNAspecific/DNAnonspecific of
1:1.5:1.5.24 In sample 1, the nonspecific duplex bears the
paramagnetic label so that any observed PRE must involve
rapid exchange via intermolecular translocation between the
major specific complex (that is observed in the NMR
spectrum) and lowly populated complexes on the nonspecific
DNA duplex (Figure 26A). In sample 2, the specific DNA
duplex has the paramagnetic label and therefore the intermolecular PREs observed on the resonances of the specific
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Figure 26. Assessing the contributions of intramolecular sliding and intermolecular translocation for the HoxD9/DNA complex. (A) PRE
data were collected on two samples comprising an equimolar concentration of specific and nonspecific DNA duplexes with the paramagnetic
label attached to the end of the nonspecific duplex in sample 1 and to the end of the specific duplex in sample 2. The location of the specific
site and the paramagnetic label are indicated in blue and red, respectively. (B) PRE profiles observed for samples 1 (blue) and 2 (red) are
shown in the top panel, and the ratio of the observed PRE rates for the two samples is shown in the bottom panel. (C) Schematic representation
of sliding along the DNA starting from the specific site with HoxD9 colored according to the Γ2(sample 2)/Γ2(sample 1) ratio. Adapted
from Iwahara et al.24 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

complex can arise from both intra- and intermolecular
translocation events. The PRE profiles observed for the two
samples are very similar (Figure 26B). However, the PREs
for residues 24-33 (loop between helices 1 and 2 and
N-terminus of helix 2) and 41-42 (N-terminus of helix 3)
are 30-100% larger for sample 2 than those for sample 1,
whereas the PREs for the N-terminal arm (that binds in the
minor groove of the DNA) are essentially the same for the
two samples (Figure 26B, bottom panel). The data from
sample 1 indicate that intermolecular translocation is a major
contributor to the observed PREs, while the larger effects
for selected regions seen in sample 2 are directly attributable
to intramolecular translocation, which gives rise to bias, since
the orientation of HoxD9 on the specific site will be favored
as the protein slides along the DNA (Figure 26C). The
alternative orientation (180° relative to that at the specific
site) requires at least one intermolecular translocation event
from the DNA bearing the specific site to nonspecific DNA
sites located on another DNA molecule (either the specific
duplex, in which case only one translocation event is needed,
or the nonspecific one, in which case two translocation events
are required from the specific to the nonspecific duplex and
back to the specific duplex).

4.2. Encounter Complexes in Protein-Protein
Association
Transient kinetic studies on many protein-protein interactions suggest that the initial step involves the formation of a
pre-equilibrium encounter complex that subsequently relaxes
to the stereospecific complex. This picture is further supported by the results of both mutagenesis studies and
Brownian dynamics simulations, which have shown that the
association rate constant can be modulated by charge
alterations on the protein surface distal from the specific
interaction site.10-12,14-16,216 These data suggest that, by
analogy with protein-DNA interactions, nonspecific encounter complexes may accelerate the formation of the
stereospecific complex either via a reduction in the dimen-

Figure 27. Schematic representation of protein-protein association
with the initial binding event involving the formation of an ensemble
of encounter complexes that subsequently relax to the stereospecific
complex. The two proteins are displayed in red and blue with the
respective interaction surfaces for the stereospecific complex shown
in white and yellow. Adapted from Suh et al.28 published in J. Am.
Chem. Soc. (American Chemical Society) while the authors were
U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

sionality of the search process, in this instance from three
dimensions to two, or by the presence of a nonspecific
attractive potential.6,217 The presence of an ensemble of
encounter complexes in rapid exchange with the stereospecific complex (Figure 27) can be probed under equilibrium
conditions by means of intermolecular PRE measurements,
providing the stereospecific complex is relatively weak (i.e.,
Kdiss in the micromolar range or higher).

4.2.1. Protein-Protein Complexes from the Bacterial
Phosphotransferase System
The protein-protein complexes of the bacterial phosphotransferase system (PTS) are relatively weak and in fast
exchange with equilibrium dissociation constants (Kdiss)
spanning the micromolar to millimolar range.218 These
complexes direct phosphoryl transfer from one protein to
the next along the PTS pathway that is coupled to sugar
transport across the membrane and sugar phosphorylation.
We carried out intermolecular PRE measurements on three
complexes involving the interaction of the protein HPr with
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Figure 28. PREs observed for the EIN-HPR complex with EDTA-Mn2+ conjugated to an engineered surface cysteine residue at three
separate sites (E5C, E25C, and E32C). (A) Correlation between observed and calculated intramolecular Γ2 rates for HPr within the EINHPr complex. (B) Correlation between observed and calculated intermolecular Γ2 rates measured on EIN arising from paramagnetically
labeled HPr. (C) Intermolecular PRE profiles observed for the three paramagnetically labeled sites, with the experimental Γ2 rates shown
as red circles and the expected Γ2 rates calculated from the structure of the stereospecific complex42 denoted by the black line. The insets
depict ribbon diagrams of the complex showing the paramagnetic label (with the distribution of Mn2+ displayed as an ensemble of three
red balls) on HPr and the location on EIN of intermolecular PREs that display significant discrepancies between observed and calculated
values (with color coding of the difference ∆Γ2 between observed and calculated Γ2 rates shown at the top of the figure). Adapted from
Tang et al.27 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes
of Health.

its upstream partner, the N-terminal domain of enzyme I
(EIN) (Kdiss ∼ 10 µM), and two downstream partners,
enzymes IIAmannitol (IIAMtl) and IIAmannose (IIAMan) (Kdiss )
30-50 µM).27 In all three cases, the structures of the
stereospecific complex had been determined by NMR on the
basis of extensive NOE and RDC data.42,44,219 These structures were fully consistent with the formation of a pentacoordinate phosphoryl transition state with trigonal bipyramidal
geometry without necessitating any significant displacement
in the backbone coordinates of the residues immediately
adjacent to the active site histidines. To investigate the
presence of nonspecific encounter complexes, HPr was
labeled with EDTA-Mn2+ at three sites (E5C, E25C, and
E32C).27
The intramolecular PRE data for HPr within the EIN-HPr
complex are fully consistent with the structure of HPr, and
the PRE Q-factor for all three paramagnetic sites combined
is only 0.18 (Figure 28A). However, agreement between the
observed intermolecular PRE Γ2 rates measured on 15Nlabeled EIN and those calculated from the structure of the
stereospecific complex shows much poorer agreement with
a Q-factor of 0.61 (Figure 28B). The regions of agreement
and discrepancy are clearly visualized in the PRE profiles
(Figure 28C). For all three paramagnetic labels, there are
clearly regions where there is good qualitative agreement
between observed and calculated Γ2 rates. However, in each
case, there are also regions where large PRE Γ2 rates are
observed but small PRE Γ2 rates are predicted (Figure 28C).
These discrepancies can be attributed to the presence of a
small population of nonspecific encounter complexes in rapid
exchange with the stereospecific complex.27

A semiquantitative description of the encounter complex
ensemble can be obtained by rigid body simulated annealing
refinement202,220 against the PRE data using a representation
comprising the stereospecific complex (whose structure is
known and fixed) with population p in rapid exchange with
an ensemble of encounter complexes comprising N states
with population (1 - p) (Figure 29A).27 These calculations
minimize the difference between observed and calculated Γ2
rates for all three paramagnetic sites simultaneously. The
target function comprises the PRE potential, a quartic van
der Waals repulsion term to prevent atomic overlap between
EIN and HPr, and a very weak radius of gyration restraint
to ensure that each member of the ensemble makes at least
some intermolecular contacts. The paramagnetic groups on
HPr are represented by a three-conformer ensemble to
account for their intrinsic flexibility. The coordinates of the
EDTA-Mn2+ moieties (with atomic overlap of EDTA-Mn2+
groups permitted, since these represent a distribution of
states) were optimized by simulated annealing in torsion
angle space against the intramolecular PRE data for HPr
within the context of the EIN-HPr complex as described in
section 3.4.1. The intramolecular PRE Q-factor was 0.18
(Figure 28A). Calculations were carried out either by keeping
EIN fixed and allowing an ensemble of HPr molecules to
rotate and translate or by the converse (HPr fixed and
ensemble of EIN molecules) with essentially identical results.
Complete cross-validation indicates that the encounter complex ensemble is best represented by an ensemble size of N
) 10-20 at a population of ∼10% (Figures 29B and C),
yielding an overall intermolecular PRE Q-factor of 0.21
(Figure 29D).
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A simple, concise, and informative manner to visualize
the encounter complex ensemble is afforded by a reweighted
atomic probability density map (Figure 29E) in which the
contribution of each atom is rescaled depending on the
distribution of its positions in the ensemble.221 The reweighted atomic density F at point q is defined as
Na

F(q) )

Ns

1
wl ∑ Fa(q - qkl)
Ns ∑
l)1
k)1

(37)

where Ns is the number of structures in the ensemble, Na is
the number of atoms in each structure, qkl is the position of
atom l in structure k, Fa(q) is a normalized distribution for a
single atom, and

wl-1 ) max

∑ Fa(q - qkl)

(38)

k

By this means, for a given atom, the relative probability of
a given position is preserved but the contribution of one atom
relative to another is reweighted such that the maxima of
each contribution are constant, thereby yielding an isosurface
that provides a comprehensive representation of the most
likely structures. In the case of the EIN-HPr complex, the
probability map for the encounter complex ensemble is
constructed from 100 independent calculations, each of
ensemble size N ) 20; that is a total of Ns ) 2000 structures.
Two features of the atomic probability map for the EINHPr encounter complex ensemble stand out (Figure 29E).
First, there is a qualitative correlation between the encounter
complex ensemble distribution and the electrostatic surface
potential, with the positively charged surface of HPr populating the largely negative surface of EIN. Second, the
occupancy of the encounter complexes in the vicinity of the
stereospecific complex is low, indicating that once HPr
locates this region, formation of the stereospecific complex
occurs with high probability. Thus, binding and specific
recognition occurs within the context of a rough, funnelshaped energy landscape29,222 possessing many local minima
comprising the sites occupied by the encounter complexes
and a global minimum occupied by the stereospecific
complex. The characteristics of the nonspecific encounter
complexes are distinct from the stereospecific complex. The
latter possesses a well-defined array of complementary van
der Waals and electrostatic interactions, with the latter being
critical in determining the orientation of binding. In the case
of the nonspecific encounter complex ensemble, the buried
accessible surface area is on average an order of magnitude
smaller and the gap index is much larger, indicating that the
interface is less well packed. In addition, the average fraction
of charged residues at the interfaces of the nonspecific
encounter complexes appears to be somewhat increased
relative to that at the interface of the stereospecific complex.
The salt dependence of the intermolecular PREs, originating from HPr paramagnetically labeled at E5C and E25C,
reveals that the magnitude of the intermolecular PREs
attributable to the stereospecific complex displays only a
small dependence on salt concentration. This can be fully
accounted for by the dependence of the overall Kdiss on salt
concentration, as determined by isothermal titration calorimetry, resulting in a small decrease in the population of
bound EIN as the salt concentration is increased (Figure 30).
The magnitude of the intermolecular PREs originating from
the ensemble of nonspecific encounter complexes, however,

Figure 29. Semiquantitative depiction of the nonspecific encounter
complex ensemble of EIN-HPr. (A) The representation used for
rigid body ensemble refinement comprises an equilibrium mixture
of the stereospecific complex (whose structure is known and fixed)
and a nonspecific encounter complex ensemble of size N in rapid
exchange with one another. The overall calculated Γ2 rate is a
population weighted average of the Γ2 rates of the species present
in solution. (B) Dependence of the working (Qe and Qee) and
complete cross-validated (Qfree) PRE Q-factors on ensemble size
N at a population of 10% for the encounter complex ensemble. (Qe
is the average Q-factor for all 100 calculated ensembles, and Qee is
the ensemble of ensembles average Q-factor.) Complete crossvalidation shows that the optimal size of N lies between 10 and
20. (C) Dependence of the working Q factors on the population of
the encounter complex ensemble for an ensemble size of N ) 20.
(D) Correlation between observed and calculated intermolecular
Γ2 rates for N ) 20 and a population of 10% for the encounter
complex ensemble. (E) Two views depicting the atomic probability
distribution of the encounter complex ensemble of HPr (green mesh
plotted at a threshold of 20% maximum and calculated from 100
independent calculations of ensemble size N ) 20 at a population
of 10%) on the molecular surface of EIN (color coded by
electrostatic potential, (8kT) with the location of HPr in the
stereospecific complex shown as a blue ribbon. Adapted from Tang
et al.27 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the
authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes
of Health.

is much more sensitive to salt concentration, implying that
the population of nonspecific encounter complexes is significantly more affected by ionic strength than that of the
stereospecific complex (Figure 30).28 These results demonstrate the importance of electrostatic interactions in the
formation of the ensemble of nonspecific encounter complexes and are fully consistent with Debye-Hückel theory,
since the less compact interfacial packing for the nonspecific
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play an important role in the formation of these particular
encounter complexes.
Recently, replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations using
a coarse-grained energy function have been used to study
the interactions of the EIN-HPr, IIAMtl-HPr, and
IIAMan-HPr complexes from a theoretical perspective.29 The
simulations recover the structures of the stereospecific
complexes together with an ensemble of nonspecific encounter complexes at an occupancy of ∼10%, and they
reproduce the overall experimental binding affinities well.
The picture that emerges from both the experimental and
theoretical work is one in which the overall funnel-shaped
energy landscape of complex formation is dominated by the
stereospecific complex, a small number of structured nonspecific encounter complexes, and a diffuse cloud of loosely
bound encounter complexes connecting the stereospecific and
nonspecific binding sites with each other and the unbound
state.29

4.2.2. Encounter Complexes in Protein-Protein Electron
Transfer

Figure 30. Differential salt dependence of intermolecular PREs
attributable to the stereospecific EIN-HPR complex and the
nonspecific encounter complex ensemble. (A) Correlation of
intermolecular Γ2 rates arising from the stereospecific complex (lefthand panels) and the ensemble of nonspecific encounter complexes
(right-hand panels) at 0.15 (red), 0.3 (green), and 0.5 (blue) M NaCl
versus the corresponding Γ2 rates at 0 M NaCl for EIN-HPr(E5C)
and EIN-HPr(E25C) paramagnetically labeled with EDTA-Mn2+.
(B) Ionic strength dependence of the Kdiss for the EIN-HPr complex
determined by isothermal titration calorimetry (left-hand panel) and
dependence of the slopes of the Γ2(NaCl) versus Γ2(0 M NaCl)
correlations (from panel A) versus the normalized bound population
pbound(NaCl)/pbound(0 M NaCl) of stereospecific complex. Adapted
from Suh et al.28 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. (American
Chemical Society) while the authors were U.S. Government
employees at the National Institutes of Health.

encounter complexes relative to the stereospecific complex
permits more effective screening of intermolecular electrostatic interactions by ions in solution.28
Similar results were also observed for the IIAMtl-HPr and
IIAMan_-HPr complexes (Figure 31).27 (Note that IIAMtl and
IIAMan bear no similarity in terms of primary, secondary,
tertiary, or quaternary structure). With the paramagnetic label
(E5C-EDTA-Mn2+) placed on the opposite side of HPr’s
binding site for IIAMtl and IIAMan, there are regions on the
surface of IIAMtl and IIAMan in both complexes that exhibit
intermolecular Γ2 rates that are much larger than those backcalculated from the respective structures of the stereospecific
complexes (Figure 31A and E). The largest discrepancies
involve regions on IIAMtl and IIAMan rich in acidic residues
(Figure 31B and C and Figure 31 F and G), the distribution
of which correlates qualitatively with the negative electrostatic potential on the surface of these proteins (Figure 31D
and H), suggesting that long-range electrostatic interactions

In the phosphoryl transfer complexes of the PTS discussed
in the previous section, the configuration of the stereospecific
complex is dictated by rigid constraints imposed by chemistry
with only small variations in the distance between the two
active site histidines depending on whether the phosphoryl
transfer reaction proceeds via an associative or dissociative
mechanism.42,44,219 In the case of electron transfer reactions,
however, which proceed principally via electron tunneling
modulated by the intervening bonding networks, such highly
strict geometric requirements are not present, and hence a
multitude of closely related configurations can still potentially
support electron transfer.223
The crystal structure of the complex between cytochrome
c peroxidase (CcP) and cytochrome c (Cc) provides a static
picture of an electron transfer complex.224 Brownian dynamics simulations, however, suggest a multitude of complexes,
including several discrete and energetically accessible
minima.14 While the most stable minimum corresponds to
the crystal structure, other minima have smaller metal-metal
separations.223 Since the CCp-Cc complex is weak, the PRE
provides an ideal approach to answer these questions
experimentally.110 Using a very qualitative interpretation of
the PRE data in which the PREs were converted to
approximate distance restraints with bounds of (4 Å, Volkov
et al.110 showed that most of the PRE restraints were
consistent with a single structure that is close to the crystal
structure (backbone rms difference of 2.2 Å). However, a
number of nonrandomly distributed PRE restraints were
consistently violated, indicating that the single docked
structure is insufficient to explain all the experimental PRE
data. Volkov et al.110 were able to show that the dominant
protein-protein orientation, corresponding approximately to
the crystal structure, is occupied >70% of the lifetime of
the complex, with the remainder of the time being spent in
an ensemble of encounter complexes. The authors were
further able to deduce that the conformational space explored
by Cc on the surface of CcP in the encounter complexes
constitutes about half the molecular surface of CcP with the
crystal structure configuration located at approximately the
center of this surface.
In the context of electron transfer, the results on the
Cc-CcP complex are relevant not only to the mechanism
of protein complex formation but also to the modulation of
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Figure 31. Observed and calculated intermolecular PREs for the IIAMtl-HPr (panels A-D) and IIAMan-HPr (panels E-H) complexes
with HPr paramagnetically labeled with EDTA-Mn2+ at position E5C. A comparison of the observed PRE profiles (red circles) with those
back-calculated from the structures of the stereospecific complexes (black lines) is shown in parts A and E. Structures of the two stereospecific
complexes color coded according to the difference, ∆Γ2, between observed and calculated intermolecular Γ2 rates are shown in parts B and
F. Residues of IIAMtl (C) and IIAMan (G) that display a large ∆Γ2 are colored in cyan on a molecular surface representation, with HPr shown
as a green ribbon; corresponding electrostatic potential isosurfaces ((5kT) are shown in parts D and H, respectively, using the same views.
Adapted from Tang et al.27 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the
National Institutes of Health.

electron transfer rates.110 The observation that the dominant
protein-protein orientation in solution corresponds approximately to that observed in the crystal structure is
consistent with the finding that electron transfer rates are
similar in solution and in the crystal.225,226 However, forward
and backward electron transfer rates are differentially
modulated by dynamic processes, and forward electron
transfer rates appear to be conformationally gated, implying
that the most stable binding configuration is not necessarily
the most electron transfer active.226
The relevance of encounter complexes to electron transfer
is illustrated even more dramatically in the case of the
adrenoxin (Adx) and Cc.111 Adx and Cc associate to form a
very weak and short-lived complex that is electron transfer
active. In this instance, the PRE data indicate that the AdxCc complex is in fact a pure encounter complex ensemble.

4.2.3. Ultraweak Self-association
Ultraweak macromolecular self-association (Kdiss > 10
mM) is beyond the limit of detection of conventional

biophysical techniques such as sedimentation velocity and
therefore very difficult to study. Such weak interactions,
however, likely play a critical role in the initial nucleation
events involved in spontaneous self-assembly of higher-order
architectures, including viral capsid formation, crystallization,
and amyloid fibril formation.
As an example of ultraweak self-association, we investigated the self-association of HPr using the PRE.116 No
evidence of self-association could be detected by sedimentation velocity, providing an upper limit of 1-2% for any
higher order soluble species. Intermolecular PRE measurements were carried out using a 1:1 mixture of 15N-labeled
HPr and HPr paramagnetically labeled with EDTA-Mn2+ at
three positions (one at a time): E5C, E25C, and E32C. Large
intermolecular PREs were observed with the paramagnetic
label at E5C and E32C, compared to negligible effects with
the label at E25C, thereby unequivocally demonstrating the
presence of very weak self-association (Figure 32A). Selfassociation could be completely eliminated by the addition
of EIN, indicating that the EIN-HPr interface overlaps with
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Figure 32. Ultraweak self-association of HPr. (A) Intermolecular
PRE profiles with EDTA-Mn2+ at positions E5C (top) and E32C
(bottom panel). The location of the intermolecular PREs is shown
in the insets. (B) Correlation between observed and calculated PREs
with the self-associated state represented by an ensemble of size N
) 4 at a population of 1%. (C) Reweighted atomic probability
density maps (green mesh, plotted at a threshold of 20% maximum)
showing the distribution of 15N-labeled HPr on the surface of
paramagnetically labeled HPr (left panel) and of paramagnetically
labeled HPr on the surface of 15N-labeled HPr (right panel with
residues experiencing large intermolecular PREs colored in red,
green, blue, and yellow using the same color scheme as in part A).
Adapted from Tang et al.116 published in J. Am. Chem. Soc.
(American Chemical Society) while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National Institutes of Health.

that for self-association of HPr. The PREs are also modulated
differentially by ionic strength, as well as by a surface charge
mutation (S46D), revealing the presence of several clusters
of self-associated species. Using a similar computational
methodology to that employed to explore the distribution of
nonspecific encounter complexes for the interaction of EIN
and HPr (section 4.2.1), it could be shown that the selfassociated state was optimally represented by an ensemble
of species of size N ) 4 at an overall occupancy of ∼1%
(Figure 31B), corresponding to a Kdiss g 15 mM. From the
atomic probability distribution representing the self-associated species, one can deduce that the ensemble of selfassociated states is driven by both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions (Figure 32C).

4.2.4. Transient Events Involved in N-Terminal
Autoprocessing of HIV-1 Protease
Mature HIV-1 protease is a dimer in which residues from
each subunit contribute to the catalytic active site.227 HIV-1
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protease plays a critical role in viral maturation by processing
the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins into mature structural and
functional proteins, including itself. The full-length transframe region (TFR)-protease precursor is monomeric but
undergoes maturation by intramolecular N-terminal cleavage
of a putative precursor dimer.228-230 This cleavage event is
associated with the appearance of mature-like catalytic
activity. Cleavage at the C-terminal end of the protease
occurs intermolecularly and involves an active protease
dimer.231 How then does N-terminal cleavage of the HIV-1
protease precursor occur when the N- and C-termini of the
mature protease are part of an intersubunit β-sheet located
distal from the active site? To address this question, we
carried out PRE measurements on a miniprecursor protease
construct, SFNFPRD25N, comprising a four-residue N-terminal
extension derived from the TFR and a D25N mutation to
abolish catalytic activity.117 The four-residue N-terminal
extension is sufficient to result in a monomeric species whose
secondary and tertiary structures are the same as those of
the mature protease, with the exception of the N- and
C-termini, which are disordered and no longer form an
intersubunit β-sheet. The experimental design is similar to
that employed in the study of HPr self-association. The
miniprecursor was spin-labeled at three sites (T12C, E34C,
and V82C, one at a time), and significant intermolecular PRE
effects were observed with the nitroxide label at two of the
three sites (T12C and V82C) (Figure 33A). These data permit
one to reconstruct the probability distribution of very weakly
self-associated states (Figure 33C). The miniprecursor forms
highly transient, lowly populated (3-5%) dimeric encounter
complexes (Kdiss ) 3-5 mM) that involve the mature dimer
interface but occupy a wide range of subunit orientations
relative to the mature dimer. The occupancy of the mature
dimer orientation is extremely low, thereby accounting for
the very low enzymatic activity of the precursor. Additional
PRE measurements with the nitroxide label positioned close
to the N-terminus of the miniprecursor reveal that the
N-terminal extension makes both transient intra- and intersubunit contacts with the substrate binding site and cleft
(Figures 33B and D). Thus, the N-terminal extension is
available for autocleavage when the correct dimer orientation
is sampled within the encounter complex ensemble of
miniprecursor self-associated species (Figure 33D).

4.3. Transient Domain-Domain Interactions in
Proteins
Large-scale domain rearrangements are known to play a
critical role in ligand binding, recognition, catalysis, and
regulation. Such motions include transitions between alternative states (e.g., closed versus open conformations) as well
as transitions from intrinsically disordered states to ordered
ones upon binding.

4.3.1. Interdomain Dynamics in Maltose-Binding Protein
Maltose binding protein (MBP) belongs to a large class
of periplasmic proteins in which ligand binding is associated
with large domain reorientation from an open apo state to a
closed holo state.232 The ligand binding site consists of
residues from the N- and C-terminal domains and is fully
accessible in the apo state; in the holo state, the ligand is
buried by the two domains. For this reason, MBP and related
proteins have been compared to a venus fly trap. The general
question that arises for proteins such as MBP is whether the
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Figure 33. PRE investigation of transient events involved in
N-terminal autoprocessing of the SFNFPRD25N HIV-1 protease
miniprecursor. (A) Intermolecular PRE profiles observed with
nitroxide labels at positions T12C and V82C located at the periphery
of the substrate binding cleft and dimer interface of the mature
protease. The observed Γ2 rates are shown as red circles, the
calculated Γ2 rates (derived from ensemble rigid body simulated
annealing calculations) for a N ) 4 representation for the ensemble
of self-associated states at a population of 5% are shown as black
lines (PRE Q-factor ) 0.22), and the Γ2 rates back-calculated from
the structure of the mature protease at populations of 1 and 2% are
shown as blue and green lines, respectively. (B) PRE profiles
observed with the nitroxide spin label attached at the N-terminus
of SFNFPRD25N with intermolecular PREs (obtained from a mixed
sample of 15N-labeled precursor and nitroxide-labeled precursor)
shown in red and the sum of intra- and intermolecular PREs
(obtained from a sample comprising dual 15N- and nitroxide-labeled
miniprecursor) in blue. (C) Atomic probability density map (gray
mesh plotted at a threshold of 20% of maximum) showing the
distribution of the spin-labeled (T12C, E34C, and V82C) subunit
relative to the isotopically labeled subunit (red ribbon) in the
SFNF
PRD25N encounter complexes, with the location of the second
subunit in the mature protease shown as a blue ribbon. (D) Interand intramolecular PREs with Γ2 rates >10 s-1 color-coded in red
and blue, respectively, onto the molecular surface of the mature
protease dimer originating from the N-terminal spin-label. Adapted
from Tang et al.117 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group)
while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

apo state exists as a single species in which the holo
conformation is energetically inaccessible in the absence of
ligand and interdomain rearrangement is induced by ligand
binding, or whether the predominantly open apo state
coexists in rapid equilibrium with alternative lowly populated
species that approximate the closed holo state.
In the case of MBP, domain reorientation upon ligand
binding involves a ∼35° rigid body domain reorientation
between the N- (NTD) and C-(CTD) domains, involving
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hinge bending within the linker region connecting the two
domains.233,234 RDCs measured on the apo and holo states
of MBP are fully consistent with the respective crystals
structures (with RDC R-factors of ∼13-14%).235 Since
RDCs are exquisitely sensitive to bond vector orientation,58
it follows that the predominant conformation of the apo and
holo states in solution corresponds to the open and closed
states observed in the apo and holo crystal structures,
respectively. However, RDCs represent a linear weighted
average of the species present in solution and therefore will
not be sensitive to the presence of lowly populated states.114
Thermodynamic and mutagenesis data further indicate that
the upper limit for the occupancy of the holo conformation
in the absence of ligand is only 0.002%.236
PRE measurements on MBP were carried out by placing
a nitroxide label (one at a time) on the surface of the NTD
(D41C) and CTD (S211C).114 In the presence of ligand, the
PRE data from both sites are fully consistent with the holo
crystal structure. In the absence of ligand, however, a
different picture emerges: although the PRE data obtained
for S211C are compatible with the apo crystal structure, the
PRE profile for D41C reveals major discrepancies between
the observed and calculated interdomain PREs observed on
the CTD. Specifically, the magnitudes of the PREs originating from D41C and observed within the CTD are
considerably larger than expected from the apo crystal
structure (Figure 34A) with an interdomain PRE Q-factor
of 0.49 (Figure 34B). The PRE profiles for MBP in the
absence of ligand cannot be accounted for by a simple
mixture of apo and holo conformations. Further, although
the PRE data can be fit to a single alternative conformation,
this conformation is inconsistent with the RDC data (RDC
R-factor of 24 ( 3% compared to 14% for the apo crystal
structure). One can therefore conclude that apo MBP in
solution exists as a mixture of at least two species, with the
predominant one corresponding to the apo crystal structure.
Simulated annealing refinement against the PRE data using
a two-member ensemble comprising a major open state
(corresponding to the apo crystal structure) and a minor
species in a 95%:5% mixture satisfies the experimental PRE
data with Q-factors of 0.21 and 0.24 for the D41C (Figure
34B) and S211C data, respectively, and is fully consistent
with both RDC and small-angle X-ray scattering data.114 In
this instance, representation of the minor species by a larger
ensemble of states does not result in any significant improvement in agreement with the experimental PRE data and yields
the same physical and structural picture.
The lowly populated species calculated from the PRE data
represents a partially closed state (Figure 34C) that is distinct
from the holo conformation.114 The transition between the
major open and minor partially closed apo species involves
a hinge body rotation of 33°. The minor partially closed apo
state and the holo conformation differ by an 18° rotation as
well as a 6 Å translation (Figure 34D). The latter relieves
electrostatic repulsion in the holo conformation between
negatively charged residues that line the substrate binding
cleft, thereby rendering the holo conformation energetically
inaccessible in the absence of sugar substrate.236 In the
presence of sugar, an array of intermolecular hydrogen bonds
between these residues and the substrate stabilizes the holo
conformation. In the absence of sugar, translation of the CTD
out of the sugar-binding pocket in the partially closed apo
state not only reduces electrostatic repulsion between the
NTD and CTD but also leaves the sugar binding surface on
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presence of residual structure or local non-native collapse
around hydrophobic clusters.238 By comparing the observed
PREs with those expected from a statistical random coil, one
can deduce the existence of residual structure or compaction.
PRE measurements have been carried out on a wide range
of partially unfolded, unfolded, and intrinsically unstructured
proteins.99-109
The expected profile for a random coil, calculated using
the mean field approximation to an unperturbed wormlike
chain, predicts that the PRE should extend to ∼15 residues
from the site of a nitroxide spin label.108 Depending on the
location of the spin label, this behavior can be reproduced.
In other cases, however, PRE effects have been observed to
extend well beyond the 15 residue limit and, in addition,
may not be evenly distributed. In general, the PRE data on
unfolded and intrinsically disordered proteins have provided
definitive evidence of multiple distinct hydrophobic clusters
which include both non-native interactions and in some
instances residual native contacts.99-108 For chemically
denatured N-PGK,109 on the other hand, significant PREs,
distributed almost uniformly throughout the sequence, were
observed from multiple spin labels, suggesting the existence
of a collapsed state with no coherent three-dimensional
structure and a radius approximately 20% larger than that
of the folded state.

5. Concluding Remarks
Figure 34. Dynamic interconversion between major open and
minor, partially closed states of apo MBP. (A) Comparison of the
observed PRE profile for apo MBP spin-labeled at position D41C
(red circles) with that back-calculated on the basis of the apo crystal
structure (open state). (B) Correlation between observed and
calculated Γ2 rates for the D41C data obtained with the apo crystal
structure alone (left panel) and upon inclusion of a minor, partially
closed species at an occupancy of 5% (right panel) derived by
conjoined rigid body/torsion angle simulated annealing refinement.
(C) Comparison of the major open (blue cylinder) and minor
partially closed (green smoothed backbone trace with the reweighted
atomic probability map shown as a green mesh) forms of the CTD
of apo MBP with the NTD of the two species superimposed (gray
ribbon). (D) Comparison of the relative orientation of the CTD in
the minor partially closed state of apo MBP (green cylinder) and
the holo crystal structure (closed state) of MBP (red cylinders) with
the crystal structure (open state) of apo MBP shown as a molecular
surface color-coded according to electrostatic potential. Adapted
from Tang et al.114 published in Nature (Nature Publishing Group)
while the authors were U.S. Government employees at the National
Institutes of Health.

the CTD exposed and therefore accessible for binding. The
presence of a partially closed apo state in rapid equilibrium
with the predominant open state may facilitate the transition
to the holo conformation upon sugar binding. Further, since
the predominant structural fluctuations in apo MBP do not
involve the energetically disfavored holo conformation but
a related partially closed conformation, one could regard the
conformational transition to the holo conformation upon
sugar binding as an example of induced fit.

4.3.2. Conformational Space Sampled by Denatured and
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins
Denatured and intrinsically disordered proteins occupy an
ensemble of non-native conformational states.237 One might
expect that these states constitute a statistical random coil,
but this need not necessarily be the case, owing to the

Although the PRE was first described in the 1950s76 and
early 1960s119 and has been extensively used in the study of
metalloproteins,59,60,118 it is only relatively recently that the
appropriate theoretical and computational framework has
been established to permit direct quantitative refinement
against PRE relaxation rates for systems in which an extrinsic
paramagnetic center (covalently attached to the macromolecule of interest via a linker with several rotatable bonds)
samples a wide range of conformational space.78 Quantitative
refinement against PRE relaxation rates not only affords a
powerful tool in three-dimensional solution structure determination but also permits structural information on lowly
populated states to be derived under conditions where the
minor and major species are in fast exchange on the PRE
relaxation time scale.
From the perspective of structure determination, the PRE
permits a large number of long-range distance interactions,
up to 35 Å in the case of Mn2+, between the paramagnetic
center and the protons of the macromolecule(s) to be probed.
In contrast, the NOE which forms the backbone of all NMR
structure determination is restricted to short-range interproton
distances less than about 6 Å.30-32,51 It is not simply the
ability to sample long-range distances that makes the PRE
so useful. The unambiguous identification of a PRE effect
is entirely straightforward, since the assignment of crosspeaks in 2D or 3D correlation spectra is already known from
through-bond scalar triple resonance experiments. This is in
stark contrast to the assignment of NOE cross-peaks where
extensive spectral overlap can render unambiguous identification to a single interproton interaction difficult even in
four-dimensional spectra.
While the NOE cannot provide information concerning
long-range order, since the effects are limited to 6 Å, it is
evident that a large number of such short-range contacts,
even if interpreted in the most generous and qualitative
manner, are in fact highly constraining from a structural
perspective when dealing with globular proteins.51 Qualitative
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interpretation of PRE data, however, is much less useful in
this regard, since a distance restraint of 20 ( 5 Å or 20 (
10 Å is not particularly conformationally restrictive. This is
why direct refinement against the PRE rates is so important
from the perspective of structure determination, since it is
only by this means that the full power of the PRE can be
truly exploited.78
The PRE is not the only biophysical technique that can
probe long-range distance interactions. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)239 and double electron-electron
resonance (DEER)240,241 allow separations of 10-100 Å and
20-60 Å, respectively, to be studied and, in contrast to
solution NMR methods, are not limited by molecular size.
However, both FRET and DEER require the introduction of
two probes, a fluorescence donor and acceptor for the former
and two nitroxide labels for the later, and more importantly,
only a single pairwise distance can be measured per sample,
with each distance requiring a new double chromophorelabeled or double spin-labeled sample. The PRE, of course,
can probe hundreds of distances simultaneously in a single
sample, thereby permitting one not only to derive threedimensional structural information but also to detect and
visualize lowly populated species.
As with any labeling method, the introduction of
extrinsic PRE labels can potentially alter the interaction
energy, structure, or kinetics of the interacting molecules.
For this reason, care should be taken in choosing the sites
of labeling. The absence of significant structural perturbations involving the high-populated state of the labeled
molecule and the complex can be easily assessed by NMR
spectroscopy using chemical shifts as an indicator. The
absence of any significant chemical shift perturbations
(e.g., in a 1H-15N correlation spectrum) outside the
immediate vicinity of the labeled residue indicates that
any potential structural perturbations are too small to be
characterized by NMR. Likewise, residual dipolar couplings can readily be used to verify the absence of any
significant perturbations in backbone structure. Overall
interactions energies can be derived by titration experiments (e.g., using NMR, fluorescence, or isothermal
titration calorimetry to determine overall equilibrium
constants). In the examples discussed here involving
protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, as well
as multidomain proteins, no significant structural or
energetic perturbations were detected upon introduction
of the paramagnetic labels.23-25,27,78,94,112,114,116,117
The application of the PRE for structure determination of
complexes or multidomain proteins is restricted to systems
in slow exchange on the PRE relaxation time scale. Under
these conditions, the observed intermolecular or interdomain
PREs reflect a single state, and direct refinement against the
PRE rates using a single structure representation of the
macromolecule can proceed in the same way as using the
intramolecular PREs for structure determination/refinement
of a single protein.78
Perhaps the most exciting aspects of the PRE are the recent
findings that, under fast exchanging conditions, intermolecular or interdomain PREs can provide the footprint of low
population species providing a significant number of paramagnetic center-proton distances are shorter in the minor
species than the major one.24 This PRE footprint permits one
to detect, visualize, and characterize lowly populated states
of macromolecules and their complexes under equilibrium
conditions, shedding information on states that are effectively
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invisible to other biophysical and structural techniques. These
states are of considerable interest, since they play a crucial
role in a wide range of dynamical processes, including
molecular recognition and binding, allostery, induced-fit, and
self-assembly. In this review, we have shown how the PRE
in the fast exchange regime can be used to demonstrate
sliding and hopping of transcription factors on DNA;24 to
identify and structurally characterize nonspecific encounter
complexes in protein-protein association;27,28,110,111 to detect
ultraweak self-association,116 a process that is vital, for
example, for N-terminal autoprocessing of the monomeric
HIV-1 protease precursor;117 to probe large scale interdomain
motions in multidomain proteins involving rare transitions;114
and to characterize ensembles of unfolded and intrinsically
disordered states of proteins, including the sampling of nonnative partially collapsed states. 99-109
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